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THE EFFECTIVEl~ESS OF CONTAC'riNG NONATTENDING ADULT
STUDFN't'S AS MEASURED BY RETURN ATTENDANCE, DROPOUTS
AND REENROLLMENT, 1975-1976
Abstract of Dissertation
PROBLEM; TO determine the relative effectiveness of four methods of
contacting nonattending adult students with an invitation message to
return to class. The four methods used to contact students w.!'!.re {1)
personally, (2) by telephon~, {3) by letter, (4) no contact {control).
PURPOSE;

The major purpose of this study was to analyze

(1) the propor-

~~classes students attended after being absent and then being con-

tacted by a volunte~r, {2) the dropout rate of students after being contacted by a volunteer, and (3) the reenrollment rate of students after
being contacted by a volunteer.
METHODOLOGY:
The sample for this study was 53 men and 149 "WOmen within
and outside of Sacramento County. These 202 adult students were randomly
assigned to one of four contact methods, i.e., personal, telephone, letter,
or no contact. Volunteer high school students were the contactors,

A 2 x 3 x 4 ~Y analysis of variance investigated the main effects and
interactions. The Schef£e' multiple comparisons procedure and the Bio ...
medical Computer Program BMDOSV and the CODEBOOK, CROSSTABS AND PEARSON
CORRELATIONAL Statistic Program from the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) provided the following analysis: (1) comparison procedures
for involving three or more groups, (2) tq accommodate unequal cell sizes,
and (3) descriptive statistics and correlational analysis.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS;
There was a significant F-ratio in the four
methods of contacting students and the classroom return attendance ~ate.
The control group students had a significantly hatter return rate than
the other three contact groups.
Students returned during the first three-week pariod in significantly
higher proportions than during the second three-week period.
Students dropped out. leRs .aftP..r being contacted during Triweek 1 than
during Triweek 2.
Men returned to class in significantly higher proportions than women after
baling contacted.
WOmen dropped out'-coOfOCaCd'-u0l"tCCs0c~ro=o0l~>c·n~'higher proportions-t:llan men.------·

The highest return attendance rate of students was at 9:00a.m. and the.
lowest return attendance rate was at 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.
The highest dropout rates occurred at 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. and the
lowest dropout rate was noted at 9;00 a.m.

Significant interactions were noted between the:
-Methods of contacting students and student major.
- Student major and nonattendance periods and classroom return att~,dance.
- MethodS of contact and student major and triweek periods and return
attendance.

-

Methods
Student
Methods
Methods

of contact and student major and dropouts.
major and triweek periods and dropouts.
of contact and stu9ent major and triweek periods and dropout.
of contact and student major and the reenrollment rate.

RECOMMENDI'I.TIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION:
1.

It is recommended that paid, full-time professional staff members
be an integral part of the link between the school and the community.

2.

It is recommended that only adults, and possibly those who have
been through an adult school setting, be part of the outreach
team. This team should be canposed of professional counselors,
psychologists, teachers, administrators and students Vlho ...auld
work closely with the building principal.

3.

It is recommended that each of the four methods used to contact
students in this study be tOOroughly researched so that the
greate9t utilization of available.resources be used.

4.

It is recommended that adult schools, perhaps in consortium, become
committed to adult dropout problems and devise a followup system
on all students.
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Chapter I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND LIMITATIONS

INTRODUCTION

John Dewey's definition of education has been interpreted as being a cyclical process which begins with
action that proceeds to experience which results in
knowledge, then returns to action. 1

Dewey said,

Education has all the time an immediate
end, and so far as activity is educative, it
reaches that end--the direct transformation of the
quality of experience.
Infancy, youth, adult
life--all stand on the same educative level in the
sense that what is really learned at any and e'Tery
stage of experience constitutes the values of that
experience; and in the sense that it is the chief
-~bus:tm;fSS<Yf-ri-fe--at every point to ma:keTiving -thus contribute to an enrichment of its own
perceptible meaning.2
Frederick Eby says,
From Dewey's point of view, the aim of education is found within the process itself, and
not as an ulterior goal to be reached; or rather
one may say that the aim is always the particular
goal or end that is immediately before the attention and that elicits thought and activityo

1

J. Marc Jantzeno Notes taken in doctoral seminar,
Hist.ory and Philosophy of Education, FEG 202. University
of the Pacific, Stockton, California, May 15, 1974.
2

John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York:
MacMillan Company, 1916), p. 89.

1

2
Education proceeds by constantly remaking
experience, and i t is this reconstruction
which constitutes its value and accomplishes
its aim.3
Dewey says,

"The educational equivalents mean that

the educational process has no end beyond
is its own

end~

itself~

it

and the educational process is one of

continual reorganiza·tion, reconstruction and transforrnation. "

4

Since life means growth, a living creature

lives as truly and positively at one stage as at another,
with the same intrinsic fullness and the same absolute
claims.

Hence, education means the enterprise of sup-

plying the conditions which insure growth, or adequacy
of life, irrespective of age.

5

The process of education

__________i_s__a _c.ont:inuo_us_pro_c_ess __o_f_gro~_th, __ ha:lling..as-its--aim-a-t•- every s·tage an added capacity of growth.
~e'Wey

6

saw the process of education "starting at

infancy and continuing through adult life, and i t elicits
thought and activity; it equates life with

growth~

it

is a continual process of adjustment, and i t is both an

3

Frederick
Second Edition
pp. 617-·618.

~-:by, The Development of Modern Education.
(New York;

4 Dewey, op. cit.,
p. 59.
5 Dewey, op. cit., p. 61.
6

Dewey, op. cit a, p. 63.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1952)

3
•

•

~ndiv~dual

•

equ~valent.

and social

I

'7

By Dewey's de£ini·tion then, education can he thought
of as a life-long condition, £rom birth to death, that
becomes a "process o£ living and not a preparation for
future living" "

8

Since Dewey conceived o£ the process

o£ education as life-long, wherever he uses the term

·

"child", one could substitute the term "adult".
In his quest to define education, Dewey recognized

two fundamental factors in the educational process: one
·wa.s what he called the Psychological, and the other he
.

called the Social Factor.

9

In the Psychological factor,

Dewey said:
Education must begin with a psychological
insigh t~o_the-child-'-s-aE!ul-'lo-' s-cap<rc:tti es ,-----interests and habits. These powers, interests and
habits must be continually interpreted--\~e must
know what they mean.
They must be translated into
terms o£ their social equivalents·--in·to terms o£
what they are capable o£ in the way of social
.
serv1.ce
.•.• 10

7John Dewey, My Pedagogical Creed, Article II
(Washing·ton, D.C.: Progressive Education Associa·t.ion,
1929), p. 631.
8
9

Dewey, My Pedag_og.ical Creed, Opo cit., p. 631.
Eby, op. cit., p. 619o

10 John Dewey, My Pedagogical Creed, Article 1 (Reprint)
(Washington, DoC.: The Progressive Education Association,
1929) 1 P• 631.

4
Eby, in discussing Dewey's social theory, says:
Society is an organic union of individuals.
The organic life, activities and purposes of
society reproduce themselves in individuals.
This reproduction takes place as the child comes
to understand, apprecia·te and appropriate as his
own, the purposes, ideas and attitudes of the society
about. him. Mind as a concrete thing is precisely
the power to understand things in terms of the use
made of them: a socialized mind is the power to
understand them in terms of the use to which they
are turned in.joint or shared situations. And mind
in this sense is the method of social control.ll
The definition of education, in which learning is a
continuous process through revision and reorganization
of experience, through growth, through cons'tant adjustment, through living and individual and social factors,
is the rationale for bringing adul'cs in tl1e world's
societies current in specific life pursuits, "hence the

---

term, Adult Education.
The school is primarily a social institution.
Education being a social process, the school is
simply that form of comm1.mity life in which all
those agencies are concentrated tha·t will be most
effective in bringing the child to share in the
inherited resources of the race and to use his
own powers for social ends. School, as an institution, should simplify existing social life •••• 12

.•
.1·.cEb
. y, op. cit., pp. 620-621 •

12

.

Dewey, My Pedagogical Creed, op. cit., p. 631.

5

"The school must represent life, life as real and
vital to the child as that which he carries on in the
home, in the neighborhood or on the playground.ul3
Dewey believed that:
Much of present education fails because it
neglects the fundamental principle of the school
as a form of community life. It conceives the
school as a place in which certain informa·tion
is to be given, where certain lessons are to be
learned, or where certain habits are to be
formed. The value of these is conceived as lying
largely in the remote future; the child must do
those things for the sake of something else he is
to do, and all of these are mere preparations.
They do not become a part of the life experience
of the child and so are not truly educative.l4
Dewey said, "Although all genuine education comes
about through experience this does not r,l<:!.an t.hat all
______e"'_:x:.._.]2'eriences are genuinely__or__e_qual_l_y_educ_a:tiJLe._'_'.l__5_-~-------He adds, "Experiences and education cannot be directly
equated to each other."

Any e:x:perience, according to

Dewey, "is miseducation that has the effect of arresting
or distorting the growth of further experience.

An

experience may be such as to engender callousness; .:Lt may
produce lack of sensitivity and of responsiveness."l6

------13 Ib"d
1.

• ,

p. 632.

14 I b"d
l. . , P• 632.
15 John Dewey, ~ience and Education
Collier Books, 1963), p. 2 5.
16 rbid.

I

pp. 25-26,

(New York:

6

Dewey's thesis of education consistently moves in a
nonpa.rameter setting called continuity.

Living,

socializing, learning can generally be called the numera tors .in the fraction of "self-interest", a continuous
process.l 7
Dewey's ideas about education are indica·tive of
his definition of process.

Participation on the part

of the student, in the continuous educational process
showed Dewey's true bent to total involvement.
pation means involvement.

"Then knowledge

.~s

Partici-

a mode of

p<:>.rticipation, valuable in the degree in 'llhich it is
It cannot be t:he idle view o:: an unconcerned

effective.
spectator."

18

___l'ar:ti_cipation,---lTlean4on"{-sehoo1.-att:en-dance intnis
study, is the essence of the study.

Continuous at ten-

dance· is the standard, the desired form that education
fosters and strives for.

Learning connotes not only

formalized, curricular-type processes, but also teaches
.

.

.

responsJ.bJ.lJ. ty and

.

.

.

dJ.sc~.plJ.ne.

19

Responsibility, according to Dewey,

------17Dewey, pemocrag_and Education, op. cit., p. 351.
18 rbid.
l<l

.

I

p. 338.

-!bJ.d., pp. 178-179.

7
••• is the disposition to consider in advance the
probable consequence of any projected step and
deliberately to accept them •••• Along with
respon.sibili ty goes 'intellect.ual thoroughness'
which is almost purely physical: the kind that
signifies mechanical and exhausting drill upon all
the.details of the subject. Intellectual thoroughness is seeing a thing through.. • • It depends upon
a uni·ty of purpose to which details are subordinated
••• and, i t is manifested in the firmness with which
the full meaning of the purpose is developed •••• u20
School attendance is a concern to all local, county,
state and federal officials.

The extent of this problan

has been documented in the United States Census Data.
A study published in 1970, reported information showing
that nearly two million youngsters, or 4. 5% of <<11
children in the United States 'lllere out of schoo1. 21
'I'he phenomenon of school
·-.~·~.-~-a-1_1-leveJ.s

problem.

or

nonattendanc(~

felt at

the educational spectrum and is not a new'

In 1814, 'Ibomas Pole urged adult teachers to

visit students who were absent in order to exhort them

to attend regularly. 22

20

rbid., pp. 178-179.

21

!<-largie Casady, "We Must Combat the Myth That We
Are a Child-Centered Society, " Psychology Toda;y:, Vol. 9,
No. 1 (J·une 1975), 57-65.
22 Coo 1'1.e Verner and George s. Davis, Jr., "Comple.,..
t:io:ns and Dropouts: A Review of Research," ~ t
~ducat.iQD_, XIX, No. 3 (Spring 1964), 157.

8
Some years later the National Education Association
in 1952 conducted an inquiry into the adult education
dropout problem and found that cities over 100,000 population had 35.4% of the enrollees drop out; in cities
of 30,000 to 100,000, 22.8% dropped out; and in cities
of 2,500 to 30,000, 15.7% dropped out. 23
The problem of nonattendance in school still persists.
In 1974, reports of 50% adult student dropout prior to·
course completion were consistent with what 'li'Jas widely
doc.umen ted in ·the literature. 24
Fon.ter Secretary of Labor, W. Willard >virtz, had
this to say about dropouts, school and society:
There are two annies of youth '"hich have
- - - - - - - - --SpFun<;r--up-l'eeen-tJ.-y-in-eur--see~etoy-.--0ne-~s-the
army of the Peace Corps.
The other is the army
of the dropout •• ,and these youth are not confined
·to our sl urns. They interpenetrate the total
c;lass structure and whether we live in suburban
Winchester Drive or on slum area Lincoln Street,
we can say that ·the dropout has originated in our
homes, in our own neighborhoods, and in our own
schools,25

·--------23

Robert L. Ewigleben, "The Identification and
Analysis of the F'actors Contributing to the Dropout Rate
Among Participants in Classes of the Lansing Adult School
Program" (EdD Dissertation, Michigan State University,
1959) 1 p, 12.
24

Yee-Lay Jack Lam and .Z\ndrew Wong, "Attendance
Regularity of Adult Learners," Adult Educat.i.on, XVI,
No. 2 (Winter 1974), 530.
---------25L
.
. uc1us
F. Cervantes, Th e Dropout CausEl and Cures
(P.nn .~bor, Michigan: 'I'he Michigan Press, 1965), p. 1.
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" ••• Dropout is in some ways an extension of nonparticipation:
a ted

\~i th

variables associated with one are associ-

the other. "

26

Roger Boshier views the non-

attendance problem in terms of a participation-dropout
relationship where there is an interaction of internal
psychological and e..xternal environmental variables.

27

He says in the growth-motivated person, gratification
increases motivation.

Instead of wanting less and less,

28
.
th
· e person wants more e d ucation.

By contrast, Boshier says deficiency-motivated
people are more afraid of t.he environment, "since: there
is always the possibility it may fail or disappoint,
. k'~n d o f
an d t h ~s

.
anx~ous

..
d ence b ree:.s
' "nos t.1.' l '~ty •••• u 29
aepen

---·-·------De\~e'f-Seems-~e-ee-speak±ng-i:o--par·t:i-ci:pafion

ana

dropouts when he said,
The only true education C!omes through the
stimulation of the child's powers by the demands
of the social situations in which he finds himself.
'I'!'trough these demands he is stimulated to act as a
member of a w::tity, to emerge from his original

26

Roger Boshier, "Education Participation and Dropout:
A '.!'1'1eoretical Model," Adult Education, :XXIII, No. 4
(1973), p. 256.
27

Ibid. I p. 256.

28 Ibid., p. 256.
29

Ibid., p. 257.
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narrowness of action and feeling, and to conceive
of himself from the standpoint of the welfare of
the group to which he belongs •••• When it is found
that man in his conscious s·truggles, in his doubts,
temptations and defeats, in his aspirations and
successes, is moved on and buoyed up by the forces
which have developed nature; it is in this moral
struggle that he acts not as a mere individual but
as an organ i.n maintaining and carrying forward
the universal process.30
E. V. Pullias, in his book, A Search for Understandiq,SL, said i t this way:

"Man is engaged in a pro-

longed and urgent search for an education that will
realize his potential. "

31

'I'he opening of (evening) adult schools in
the fall characteristically brings hordes of
eager students ••• who, by the third class meeU.ng
have an altogether different idHnti t.y ·than they
did at the beginning. But. almost from the beginning, nonattendance patterns begin ·to appear and
___________ persis t,_J.mti_L_a_t_the_end_o£_the_2'ear.,_onl.y-a-ha-l-f-,---- - - a third or some other disappointing fraction of
the original student body remains in attendance. 32
One of the most stubborn and baffling problems in
these programs is that of maintaining attendance. 33

30

Dewey, Democracy and

31 Earl

EducE.:lif~,

op. cit., pp. 39-40.

v.

Pullias, A Search for Understanding
(William C, Brown Company, .196.5) 1 p. 8.
32

Benjamin J. Novak and Gwendolyn E. Weiant, "Why Do_
Evening School Student.s Drop Out?" Adult; E'ducation, XI,
No. 1 (Autumn 1960), 38.
33

Charles R. Jackara, Jr., "Adult Counselors and
Counselors in ·the Community College," Adult I.-aadershi..E_,
21, No. 9 (March 1973), 281.
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" ••• Students not finding 'l'lhat they want

leave~

resulting

in poor school-conununit.y relations, wa.ste of public
money and facilities, and frequently in decline of
services to and morale of the survivors.

1134

'l'he needs of adults are somewhat different from
those of their younger counterparts.

They have looseJ.y

defined goals but they need to discuss them with someone
who can help them arrive at a greater self-understanding. 35

The typical adult is not able to explore educa-

tional and occupational areas in a foot-loot>e manner.
Their goals need to be immedia·t:e, defined and ree.listic
.
~n

t:enns

"
o.~.

. b ~"1"~ty. 36
atta~na

The odds favor the hypothesis tha·t at.tr.i tion is <t
disease. 37

Some prominently visible and verifiable

symp·t:oms of the nonattendance illness are students
affec.ted by recession or boom in a locality, urgent

--·---·
34 Ibid .. p. 281.
35James

Adult
36

w., Russell, "What

Leadersh~,

'1'o Do About Dropouts,"
22, No. 1 (May 1973), p. 28.

rbid. I p. 28.

37 George E. Sainty, "Predicting Dropouts in Adult
Educa·t:ion Courses," Adult Educatj,on Journal, 21, No. 4
(Summer 1956), p. 221.
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business or opportunities elsewhere, an elopement, illness, family conditions or what was learned in class. 38
Some prominently not-so-visible and not-soverifiable symptoms of the nonattendance illness inI
I

eludes students who may possess anomalies in lower
intelligence rankings, nonacceptance of social class
standing and prepara·tion, certain age impairments,
emotional adjustmen·ts and low reading ability as well
as previous failures in a number of areas. 39
In addition to individual student charc;_cteristics
ende.'llic to nonattendance there are visible and verifiable
insti tut.ional reasons that contribute too,,

In one

instance the greatest dropout rate was in business edu- - - - - - - - cat:ionclasses, while the lowest dropout rate was in
arts, crafts and hobby courses.

40

Procedurally, the greatest enrollments and highest
dropout rates were in fall term courses ••• while a

38Ralph Bo Spence and Louise H. E-vans, "Dropouts
in Adult: Education," Adult Education, 6, No. 4 (Summer
1956)

1

39

P• 221.

~ . 1 eb en, op. cJ.' t ., p • .
17•
;;.wJ.g

40Ib'd
J. • , p. 17.
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positive correlation was recorded between a
higher dropout rate and an increase in the
number of class sessions in a semester·.41
Arthur Combs says "Out. educational sys·tem has created
'fallouts' because the school environment, with its adult
authority figures, has formed and molded a self-concept
of inadequacy on the part of s·tudents. " 42 He continues
by saying that the curriculum is also one fault of the
school environment that helps to affect the "pushouts'"
feelings of inadaquacy·. 43

Brian Flanagan says, "Student

success is too likely to be determined by

ho~

well he

fits into the curriculum when .it should be how \,;e11 the
curriculum fits him. ,44

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLF.M

The purpose of this study was to determine the
relative effectiveness of four methods of contacting
nona·ttending adult students with an invitation message
to return ·to class.

The four methods used to contact

41 IbL.,
'd
p. 17.
42

Harry P. Bluhm, "The Pushout--A Kaleidoscopic
Personality," ED 042193 (>vashington, D.c.: American
Personnel Guidance Association, ERIC, 1966).
43

Ibid.
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students were:

(1) personally contac·ting students; (2)

telephone contacting students;
letter; and (4) control.

(3) contcacting students by

The study was conducted in the

Adult Education Program of the San Juan Unified School
District, Carmichael, California, where the investigator
examined adult school attendance records to determine if
a message from the adult school office was an effective
catalytic agent in (1) increasing attendance by reducing
attrition,

(2) decreasing the dropout rate, or (3) increas-

ing the reenrollment rate for the following !§leines·ter (term)
in adult education classes.

The message, designed to be

the link between the nonattending adult and the adult
school staff, i.e., classroom teacher, guiuamoe counselor
'-··----am1(or-adffiinistrator ( s), was purposely short, positive
in its approach, and delivered to students on an individual,
personalized basis.

RESE~RCH

WJPOTHESES

In research designs, it has been necessary to st&te
the null hypothesis, the hypothesis which says,

"No

relationship or difference .is the one actually tested
st.atist.ically"

Theoretically, it is an hypothesis set

up for possible rejection and the degree of rela·tionship

15
or margin of difference is frequently zero."

45

For this study i t was decided that a positive
approach to the statement of hypothesis would be appropriate due to the expectations and sequencing of objectives.

This approach is possible via a research

hypothesis which states the expectations of the
in positive terms.

46

resea~cher

It identifies the variable(s) or

condition(s) which in a causal relationship will be
advanced to account for the results and is often derived
f rom a ~h
'- eory. 47
·
The research hypotheses are as foLLows;
H A
1

Personal contact is more

eff,~Gtive t:han

any

other method of contact as JTI;"!aomred by:
(a) attendance after being contacted,

(b)

dropout rate, or (c) reenrollment rate.

n1 B

Telephone contact is more effective than writing a letter or no contact as measured by:
(a) attendance after being contacted,

(b)

dropout rate, or (c) reenrollment rat.e.

45

stephen Issac, Handbook in Research and Evaluation
(San Diego, califon1ia: Robert R. Knapp, Publisher, 1974),
p. 146.
46 I.~
b"d ..

I

p. 142.

47 I b"d
l. . , p. 142.
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HlC

Writing a lett.er is more effective .than no
contact as measured by:
after being contacted,

(a) attendance
(b) dropout rate, or

(c) reenrollment rate.
H A
2

Nonattenders in avocational education major
return with greater regularity than nonattenders
in vocational education or high school diploma
classes as measured by:
being contacted,

(a) attendance after

(b) dropout rate, or (c) re-

enrollment rate.
H2 B

Nonattenders in vocational education return
with greater regularity than high school
diploma as measured by:
---~-----

being contacted,

(a} attendance after
----------

----------

(b) dropout rate, or (c) re-

enrollment rate.
H3

Nonattenders during the first three weeks of
class a·ttend subsequent classes with more
regulari'l::y than nonattenders in the second
three weeks as measured by:

(a) attendance

after being contacted, (b) dropout rate, or
(c) reenrollment ra·te.
H4

Nonattending female students return with
greater regularity than nonattending rrales

17
males as measured by:
being contacted,

(a}

attendance af·ter

(b) dropout rate, or (c) re-

enrollment rate.
H5

Nonattenders in evening classes attend subsequent classes with more regularity than nonattenders in morning classes as measured by:
(a) attendance after being contact:ed, (b) dropout rate, or (c) reenrollment rate.

This study will attempt to investigate possible
cause and effect relationships by exposing 3roups of
adult s·tuden·ts to designated treatment cond.J. t.ions and
comparing t.'le resul t.s of the various groups.

48

It has been report.ed that often in this type of
design a major difficulty arises from the role of plausible rival hypotheses Wl.ich the design must minimize if
the :r'esul ts are to be meaningful.

In other >vords, can

the findings be explained for reasons other than those
advanced by the research
In essence, this

.

h.ypothes~s?

e}~erimental

49

design was implemented

to minimize rival hypotheses thus enhancing t.he internal
and external validity of the study.

48

Ibid., p. 24.

49 Ibid., p. 53.

50

Ibid.

I

p. 53.

50
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ASSUMP'l'IONS
It is assumed that the contactors contacting s·tudents
are

.

representat~ve

o f some 1 arger

.

populat~on.

51

It is assumed that the first absence of a student,
regardless of reason(s) for absence, categorizes that
person into a high-risk potential dropout.

52

It is assumed that adult students in the San Juan
Unified Adult School program are representative of some
.

larger population of adult students.

53

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Adl!.li.. Education - That learning achieved by adults during

continuation of learning.
education are:

First,

to

The major purposes of ,adult
make adults in the community

aware of individual and community needs; and second,

to

give such education as will enable them to meet problems
·that exist now.
people.

Adult education s·tems directly from the

The curriculum is based on present needs and

problems.

51 I b'd
l. •

I

pp. 31-35.

52 rbid., pp. 34-35.
53r.01.'d •

,

pp • 34-35.
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Education for the solution of problems in a democratic society incl.udes ·training in the total range of human
learning, from t11e learning of the simple means of communication, reading and writing, to the actual solution
of the most.complicated problems of human relations.

The

philosophy of adult education has grown out of a long
historical experience.

The basic motive of activities

of programs of adult education is the unification of the
people, the increase of their efficiency and the solidarity, and the elevation of their social purpose.

54

Adult Education is a process by ,.,n.ich pe.ople
of all ages aild all interests in th.e cormnunity
learn to share their thoughts, their ideals, their
aspirations, tl<eir joys, and their sorrows, and
in large measm:e to mold and shape ·their communal
--~des-t:inot___;t;Gr-"t;hems-e±ves-,-according-to_Ri-cnara.----------

Poston. He continues, it is a process of selfdiscovery by which the people of a community learn
to identify and solve their community problems.SS
Nonattenders-Nonpersistent - Those adults who registered
for an adult education course(s), attended one session,

54

Paul H. Sheats, Adult Education (New York:
Press, 1953), pp. 5-14.
55 cyril

o. Houle,
Francisco, California:

.Th.§_~siqn

Dryden

of...1!9._ucation (San
Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1972), p. 21.
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and ceased attendance for one or more class sessions.56

eounselors-Contactors - Volunteer men and women who have
committed time and travel to contacting identified non.
.
.
57
attend 1ng
adult e d ucat1on
stud ents.

San Juan Unified Adult Education Program - That phase of
the public education program offered during the day or
evening and which any adult is eligible to participate
in for self-improvement.

Student Major -

~at

58

individually selected portion of the

student's academic program that is clearly and specifically their interest, motivation and desired objective
_________ for_attending_adul_t_school.-The-ma-;ior-fields-identi-:&i-ed~----for this study were:

59

1.

High school completion (diploma).

2.

Vocational education (Voc. Ed.).

3.

Avocational education (diversion, hobby).

56 Notes taken during meeting with J. W. Dokken and
A. L. Hughes, Adult Education Administ.rators, San Juan
Unified School District, carmichael, california, on
March 21, 1975.
57
58
59

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

.T,r~l!].en...!:_ - 'I'he independen·t variable. 60
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In this study

it consists of the four methods of contacting-nonattending adult students.
LIMITATIONS OF 1'HE STUDY
The student.s sampled for this st.udy were res·tricted
to the San Juan Unified School District, Carmichael,
California.
Personal reasons why students did not attend class
were not investigated in this study.
No attempt was made to assess the full extent to
which human factors of either the counselor or student
affected t.he results of this study, i.e., sex, personali ty characteristics, ethnic ba.ckgroun.d,__r_eligio.us. _ _ _
beliefs, or socioeconomic status·.
The duration of this study was one

twelve~week

senester, in addition to the registration process for
the immediate and subsequent semester.

Purther longi-

tudinal study was not included.
This study was limited to the following studentdeclared major fields of study:

60

Issac, op. cit., p. 146.
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1.

High school completion (Diploma) courses.

2.

Vocational education courses.

3.

Avocational education courses.
SUMMARY

John Dewey's definition of education has been interpreted as a cyclical process.

Action precedes experience

which precedes knowledge, Which returns to action again.
Dewey says education directly transforms the quality of
the experience.

Infants, you·th and adults .gain values

from an educa·tion, each in their o'tm way.
Educa·tion proceeds by constantly remaking experie1wes
and t.l-lis constitutes its value and accomplishes its aim.
Education is dynamic"

It is a continual revision or

reorganization of experiences that includes growth,
regardless of age.

Education, from infancy to adulthood

elicits activity, equates life with growth and is both
individual and social in nature.
By De111ey's definition of education, it has become a
life-long process, one that has bot.h psychological
(capacities, interests, habits) and social aspects:
"society is an organic union of individuals."

23
Adult Education has become a concerted world-wide
movement because of the desire for continuous learning
and shovls itself in schools, industry and business,
fraternal a.'ld social org·anizations, churches, Y's, and
in almost every set.ting where people above the age of
self-accountability congregate.
The school is primarily a social institution and
should help bring all the inheri·ted resources to the
student.•

1~.te

school must represent life; it helps in

the learning of habits, the values and all the preparations tcha·t a student needs to be truly educatedo
Education means participation.
involv<?.ment.

Pari:ic.ipation means

Participation in this study i:3 d!'lfined in

terms of student attendance in school.

To be attendant

means to meet the responsibility and intellectual
thore>ughness or "seeing a thing through", the essence
of successful learning and education.
School attendance at all levels and ages is a growing concern to all cormnunities.

ConsiGtent reports

indicat.e that one out of two adults who ret.urn to school
can be expected to drop out before completion of their
class or program.

The reasons for

t~is

nonattendance

pattern appears to be very complex, yet some studies

24

have shown that observable factors such as transportation, child care and innate abilities do contribute
heavily to nonattendance.
Roger Doshier, an adult education researcher, categorizes people as either growth-motivated or deficiencymo-tivated.

Grov.th-motivated people see gratification

a~

a catalyst to learning and continuing their education.
Deficiency-m8tivated people tend to be fearful of their
environment and do not expect success because o£ the
environment.
Another adult education researcher says student.
attrition is a type of disease.
Some evidence points out that nonattendance is high
among students who are low in intelligence, low in social
class standing, low in emotional adjustments and low in
reading ability.
In this study, the purpose was to identify, by
school attendance records, those students who have not
been in class attendance.

A communique, in the form of

an invitat.ion message to return to school was delivered
to randomly selected adult nonattenders, by:
contact,
contact.

(2) telephone contact,

(1) personal

(3) letter, and (4) no

The lati:er category was the control group for

25
the study.
The adult nonattenders were categorized by ·their
declared study major.

These are (1) high school diploma,

(2) vocational education courses, and {3) avocation

education courses.
The final evaluation was determined by observing
which students, contacted by which of the four methods,
returned to their class, dropped out, or reenrolled in the
subsequent semester.
The research hypotheses, assumptions and limitations
in·tegrated the variables of the study into operational
parameters.
Adult education .is defined as learning achieved by
adults during their ma.ture :i[_e_ar_s_.__ Adult--educa-t.-i.Gn-ha-s-grown out of a long historical experience, and is a
process by which all people of all ages and interests in
the community learn to share their destiny.

Adult educa-

tion is a process of self-discovery by which the people
of a community learn ·to identify and solve their community
problems.

It. is a life process, recurring over and over

again wherever needs and interests surface.

Chapter II

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE

The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of four methods of contacting nonattending
adult students with a message inviting them to return to
the San Juan unified School for Adults.
used were (1) personal contact,

The four methods

(2) telephone contact,

(3) letter contact, and {4) no contact.

The review of

the literature is an attempt to report what has been
accomplished in past studies dealing with methods of
contacting nonattending high school adult students and the
·-----accompany±ng--resurrs o£-t:ne effectiveness of those studies.
In this research, the investigator surveyed national and
international sources 1 in addition to approximately twenty
California Adult Education Districts 2 to learn of their
experiences in student contact methods and effectiveness.
1

ision.
75.

university of the Pacific Library. Reference Div3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, California. 1974-

2

Bureau ot Adult Education. California State Department of Education. 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California.
January 1975.
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This study was experimental in scope, design and
anticipated outcomes where methods of contact effectiveness were concerned.

The uniqueness of these problems,

as evidenced by the investigator's research, produced a
prototype which is dissimilar to any discovered.
In fairness to those researched areas relative to
this study, yet different in expected outcomes, the scope
of this study is in no way to be construed as the final
word concerning adult school attendance.

This study's

primary objective was intended to be the first step in
utilizing basic research to help guide this and future
investigations toward the goal of more comprehensive
answers to the problems of attendance as related to

------·----

retention and dropout.
This chapter deals with:
1.

An historical overvie.w of high school adult

education completion and dropout studies;
2.

Studies similar to this investigation; and

3.

The need for future scientific research which
provided the catalyst and direction for this
investigation.
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In .J'he Case Against. the Adult Dro:e.gut, John Lawson
said,
Adult dropouts should now be as much a matter
of national concern as the public school dropout because these mature minds are stewards of
future history or non-history. A readiness to
continue learning is the key to manpower development.3
It was reported in the United States in 1968 that
more than five and one-half million persons were enrolled
in various post-secondary education programs.

4

The figure

that one out of two adults does not continue his/her
initial education commitment means that somewhere between
two and three million people, roughly a population the
size of Philadelphia, or all the citizens o.E t.he sta·te of

Kansas,

5

were classified as nonattenders or dropouts.

School dropouts have been around as long as there
has been an educational system.

The earliest dropout

problem was probably recorded in 1814 when Thomas Pole

3 Paul H. Sheatt>.

Jhe Case Aqainst. the Adult Dropout.
Cent.er for the Study of Liberal Education for Adul·ts at
Bos·ton University, Brookline, Massachusetts. Occasional
PapRrs. N::>. II, 1965, p. 3.
4

John s. Brubacker and \~illis Rudy. £Ligher Education tP 'l'ransi tion (New York: Harper and Row, 1968),
p. 390.
5

.
.
Popti.l a tlon
es tlma
tes f·rom e d'J. ·tor and publisher,
Intei£1.2-, tiorglJ~_Yearbook and Statesmen's Who's Who
(london: Burke's Peerage Ltd., 1968), pp. 533-534.
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urged his teachers to visit those adults who were not
attending classes.6
The literature from 1814 to about 1965 is noticeably
barren of investigation reports pertaining to the

speci~

fie problem of contacting high school adult education
dropouts.

A

s~~ary

report by Coolie Verner and George

Davis outlines thirty studies related to attendance since
1928, and "yet the extent and nature in this area is
little known to adult educators".

The scope of this

report is evidenced by the number and type of institutions surveyed.

Of the institutions studied, two were

completed in terminal adult schools, fourteen were
evening high schools or unspecified evening adult schools,
------~a~na--ene

remainder were in evening eiemenEary programs,

junior colleges, colleges or university settings, combined school and college programs, discussion groups
and a Young Men 's Christian Associa ·tion program.

7

Verner and Davis developed the items for this review
under two differentiation categories:

personal and

6 coolie

Verner and George s. Davis, Jr. Completions
and Dropouts: A Review of Research. Adult Education.
Vol. XIX, No. 3 (Spring 1964), p. 157.
7 Ibid., Vol. XIX, No. 3 (Spring 1964), pp. 157-177.
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institutional.
1.

These included the following:

Psycho-social characteristics, i.e., intelligence, motivation, social participation, taking
tests, veteran status, home ownership, television
ownership, and low student. grades:

2.

Non-institutional factors, i.e., transportation
and distance from school:

3.

Institutional factors, i.e., administrative
practices, courses offered and type of instruction received: and

4.

Conclusions.

In. their conclusions, the authors

poirrtf~d

out that

age, education, marital st.atus, oc•::upation,
income and rate of social participation ctppeared
tu-b-e-re~at-~d-to-persrs-t<:m-c<:!-o£-a-tt<§rrda:rrc-e. - - - - - - - - However, this research does not clarify
nature and/or extent of the relationships.··

thg

·The authors also concluded that those people Who
normally did not participate actively in the

on~··going

organized life of a community were more apt to discontinue
a·ttendance in adult school.

l'.nd, it also appeared that

certain administratively controlled factors did exert a
"profound influence on persistence of attendance.

-----·-8

rbid., pp. 172-173.

Again,
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the natllre and extent of these factors were not tested."

9

A·t the moment, research seeking to identify motivational factors affecting enrollment or
discontinuance of attendance is particularly
unproductive.
Post facto inquiry into reasons
for discontinuance was useless in the way i t had
been done in the past. Research designs aimed
at detecting changes in attitudes or conditions
while an educational program was occurring, promises to produce greater results than did post
facto desi~s. Virtually every aspect of adult
education revolved around participation and per~
sistance of attendance, yet the quantity of substantial research related to this field was small
and inadequate. No other aspect of adult education so badly needs systematic and creative basic ·
research,
according t.o these two researchers.

10

STUDIES SIMILAR IN NATURE

----------~In re.s_e_ar.ch_ing_th_e~li:t_er_a:tur_e_p_er_taining_to_high

school adt1lt attendance, two distinct avenues become
appar:ent.

It is important to note that many of the

r.esearchers are aware of these avenues and their reports
contain specific references to those avenues which were
of concern.
The first awareness tha·t becomes evident in researching the literature are the relatively few studies dealing

9

.

Ib~d.,

lOTb'd
l
~

1

pp. 172-173.
p. 173.
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with adult high school dropouts, nonattenders, or nonpersisters, that are available for an in-depth analysis
of this problem that touches every adult educator.
The second awareness and avenue of concern in
researching the literature for the problem of adult education at·t.endance are the relatively few studies tha·t
deal with ·this issue in a cause and effect or trea_tment
and control approach.

Very few studies uncovered by this

investigator have taken a specific problem related to adult
attendance, outlined the problem and applied
a defined,
.
,...
systematic approach in attempting to solve the problem.
The advantage to this fallowness and lack of field
research is t..'"tat i t provides unlimited horizons in planning

dance.

The disadvantage is a lack of ba.ckground material

to aid the investigator.
Because this study was experimental in nature and
deal·t with a specific treatment on high school adult
nonattenders, the literature reported was an attempt to
reflect those studies most closely allied with this
problem.

In terms of time, the evolution of these

studies wa.s presented in a sequential manner and is important to the creation of this particular study in the time
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line.
It is hoped that this investigation will become a
part of that evolutionary process and will be an aid
to future studies.

It is also hoped tha.t t.he essence

of each study reported here is as the author intended
it to be.
Weldon R. Oliver, Director of Adult Education in
Niagara Falls, New York, found that planning each meeting with adults was a positive deterrent t.o dropping out.
He said, "dropouts decrease as adult intere!'Jt and needs
are satisfied.

Capable ·teachers must be found and

t.eachers should show interes·t in absentees by a phone call
or post-card."

A study in New York City in 1956 revealed

------·tha:t_l_l-ou_t_o_f-:J;-!)-abs-ent-ee-s---contact-ed-by-phorre-returned
to class.

11

'In the investigator's sampling of adult education
programs in California, the request for specific inforll!ation on methods and effectiveness of those methods in
contacting nonattending students provided little guidance
t'~on. 12
.
or d ~rec

11 Ralph B. Spence and Louise H. Evans.
"Dropout.s in
Adult Education," Adult Education, Vol. VI, No. 4 (Sumner
1956)' p. 221.

12

Bureau of Adult Education, op. cit.
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Of the adult education programs sampled, _no one
reported a planned on-,going method of contacting nona1:tending students.

Those districts that do contact

students reported that faculty or counselors do the
contacting and usually to convince students \vho have
attended one class to return.

Lack of money, time,

staff and district commitment to follow up on students
were the reasons given.
A large Bay Area Adult School District encourages
faculty and counselors to telephone student.s when feasible.

The district report.s no completed research on the

effectiveness of this means but the conc2nsuc> of the
administrators-was that it is successful a.nd should be
_

__c_ _ _ _ _ _

13
eneeu-ra<§'ea-mere-.-.=:__-------------In 1963, in his study of classroom factors relating
to dropouts, George Davis studied the initial contact
time between adult student and teacher, as well as stu-

dent attitudes that developed around their initial contact.

Davis reported that "if an instructor talks with

adult s·tudents as equals, it helps maintain their continued

13 Metropolitan Adult Educat.ion Program, r~ee Clark,

Director.

1671 Park Avenue, San Jose, California.
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at·tendance in that class."

14

Dorothy Lee Hawkins, in a later study on dropouts in
adult basic education programs, constructed an interview
schedule of adult students to study the factors that
might contribute to why adults drop out.

In her con-

elusions, she said that the "main reasons for class 'llithdrawal were illness, conflict in employment and child
care problems.

Institutional factors played a negligible

part in dropouts."

Hawkins sugges·ted that inst.i. tutions

create favorable retaining techniques via fclexible
scheduling, small groups, diversified programs cmd short
and long range goals as incentives for adults • 15
In 1972, (.'halmers Murray at the University of Michigan studied-the efrect of in-serv1ce training on learner
attrition and analyzed the adult motivational and learner
satisfac·tion needs.

The procedure used was a "Public

Opinion QLJestionnaire" to measure motivational or need

14 George Sanford Davis, Jr., A St.udy of Classroom
Fac!ors Related to Drop outs in Adult Education. Florida
state University, 1963, p. 70.

15Dorothy Lee Hawkins. A Study of Dropouts in an
Adult. _Basic Education Proqram and a General Education
Qg_~elopment Program and S~sd.ons for Improving t.he
:tJ:olding Power of These Programs.
Indiana university,·
1968, pp. 68-75.
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disposition along with an evalua·tion that was completed
at the end of each course.

Murray concluded that there

·was a significant differenc'-'!. between the effectiveness
of in-service training and the improvement of class
holding powe:r· and learner asseE:sment.

16

At Wayne Sta t.e University, Jan VanRyswik Prins
completed an investigation of adult dropouts utilizing an
interview schedule i.n her study and was interested in the
subject's 'value judgements regarding other persons' .
reasons for discontinuing attendance and th._e subject's
reasons for dropping out.

Prins concluded l:,hat ·thf;

reasons for dropping out of basic educat.ion classes we:ce
job obligations, illness and family obli.g·ations • 17
-----'-----rn-1:-9'1-2-'7-3-,-a-San----croaquin-Detta-Adutt-Schoocl-Djcstdcc-l:----hired an obviously ethnic minority male ·to go door-todoor ·and invited adults to either come to school or return.

16

Chalmers Murray. A Study of the Effect of Inservice ~Taining on Learner Attrition and Satisfac~ion
in Formal Adult Education Classes. University of
Michigan, 1972, p. 81.
17 Jan VanRysw1'k Pr1ns.
.
.
A Stu d y to Determ1ne
Reasons
Adul·ts Drop Out qf an Adu.J.·t Basic Education Literacy
Pro9E_~·
Wayne State University, 1972, p. 97.
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The project was eliminated after one semester. due to
.
ff ec t'1veness. 18
J.ne
In the remaining California Adult education districts, the responses to contacting nonattenders ranged
from twelve who didn't know. of any contacts made, to six
districts who had teachers tell administrators they
contacted some students.

The overriding reason given for

teachers contacting nonattenders in all districts sampled
was to boost their class enrollment numbers to noncancellation totals.

In the reported cases,. where counse-

lors contacted nonattenders, the reason for contact ·was
to help solve a personal problem.

NEED FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Clarence Baldwin indicates in his research that only
6% of' the students in an evening high school achieved the
purposes for which they came. 19

In another report, Ja:nes

Preston stated that only 4% of the a·ttending adults

18
stockton School for Adults. 1425 South Center
Street, Stockton, Califonlia. Lawrence T. Minahen,
Principal. 1972-73.
19verner and. Davis, op. cit., p. 157.
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achieved the purposes for which they came.

20

On a prescriptive note, Rober·t Leestma said,
The attack on the dropout problem should begin
a·t registration time.
Great care should be
taken to ciiscover the real motive of the adult
student seeking instruction and they should be
assisted in discovering the course'best suited
to their abilities and interests.21
There are other reasons why adults drop out of
school.

Some accomplish their goals before the end of

t.he course, some -cannot keep up with the academic rigor
and some adults do not

kno\~

how to learn.

22

James carey said that teachers of adults find that
"enthusiasm" is the primary ingredien·t in adult education..

Adults must be kept "interested, curious and in-

formed or they will lose interest :.nd drop out.

'I'her_,.e._________

is too li t:tle research on why adults drop out, .but is a
topic .that needs more investigation."

23

21Robert J"eestma.
"Some Problems Reported by Teachers
of Adults and Some Suggestions for Their Alienation,"
Ad~;)_li: Education, Vol. XXII, No. 2 (Summer 1956), pp. 107109.
22 Grace s • wn.g
. h t. "Persistence of Attendance in
Adult Educat.ion Classes. "
Circular No. 353. 1952.
23

u.s.

Office of Education

James T. Carey. Why Students Drop Out: A Study
of Evening College Student Motivations (Chicago: CSLEA,
19.53) , p. 17 .
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In support of the need for more research,, Paul
Sheats once said,
I was amazed at a. Harris SurvP.y that 18% of
the responden·ts reported their biggest disappointment in life was the lack of a good
education ..• but only 3% "Jished to go back to
school. •• perhaps meaning that ·today' s adults
did not have a happy learning experience.24

Robert Ewigleben has sununed up the feelings of many
educators when he said,
The objectives of adult education are looked
upon as additions to the purposes of public
education. Consequently, those involved in
'these activities must bear the burden .of
expense. Adult education is viewed as an
adjunct--as an appendage to secondary <nld
elementary education. For this reaso11, the
adult educator must constantly sell the
program if it is to survive.25
________ The im:Qlication here _is t.ha t res earc~b_and__C.Qlmn.Ltmen:t_to_______
our younger students is primary.

Ewigleben, like adult

educqtors, concludes that the older person is a different student and specific information abou·t them is

24

Paul Sheats, op. cit., p. 13.

25
. 1 e b en. The Identification and Analysis
" R. L. Ew~g
of t.he Factors Contributing to ·the Dropout Rate Among
Partic!.Eants in Classes of the Lansing Adult School
!'.!:£9.~
EdD Thesis. Michigan State University, 19 59,
p. 28.
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needed if we are to help them improve.
Finally, Mohammed Douglah said i t this way,
We would suggest that the possibilities of
survey research as a means of providing
answers to the questions of adult dropouts
has been exhausted. While survey research
has b,een useful in providing us with de·tailed
descriptions of adult participants and nonparticipants, what is needed now is an increased emphasis on field experiments. This
type of research offers significant opportunities for cooperation between researcher and
practitioner. 26

SUMMARY

In this chap·ter, a review of the

litera-cun~

pertain-

ing to dropouts in adult education was <Erected in three
par-ts:

Par·t I \vas an historical overvie\v of high school

adult education completion and dropout studies, Part II
reported studies similar in nature, and Part III pointed
out the need for scientific research in adult education.
In 1968, over five and one-half million

.~ericans

were enrolled in some type of post-secondary education.
And, most research and attendance figures point out that

26

Mohammed Douglah.
"Some Perspective on the Phenomenon of Participation," Adult Education, Vol. XX, No. 2
(Winter 1970), p. 88.
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one out of two adults will discontinue their educational
commitment before its scheduled tennination date.
The first major report concerned with adult school
attendance was completed in 1928.

This report of thirty

studies concluded that motivational factors relating to
attendance were, at

t~e

time, unproductive.

The report

called for attitudinal, conditional and systematic
scientific research in·t:o the dropout problem.
Researchers, Baldwin and Preston, reported ·that less
than 10% of these adults who came back to school achieved
the purposes for which they came.
Robert Leestma researched institutional fact.ors Buch
as equipment, class size, counseling at: registration and
courses best suited to abilities and interests.
Of twenty California adult education districts
sampled, less than 50% report.ed a conscious effort to
contact nonattenders.
Some research has shown that dropouts occur less
frequently when students pay higher fees tha.n when free.
There are more dropouts in states which provide financial
support, and conventional programs appear to "hold"
students better than broad programs.

42
The adult educator, according to some researchers,
spends a large fraction of time in justifying the program
to others.

In some districts similar to San Juan Unified,

the District welcomes adult. education because i t has
developed into a high income, low expenditure operation
which supplements the district's monies.
In conclusion, many educators are calling for
research and scientific know-hmrl for adult education as
the problem of attendance continues to persist.

Chapter III

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

.1\dul t school dropouts are not a new phenomenon. 1
Reports of adult dropouts have been available as early
as 1814, 2 and as late as 1975. 3

For some people, drop-

ping out of school is a relatively minor decision that
requires little or no thought.

To

others, ,.dropping out

is no·t of their own choosing and may int.crrupt. long
planned goals and life-long dreams. 4
Stude..'1ts, especially adult. students, who drop out
of formal schooling do so for many reasons.

'Ihese

1

coolie Verner and George s. Davis, Jr., "Completions
and Dropouts: A Review of Research," Adult Educat..ion_, XIX,
No. 3 (Spring 1964}, 157.
2 Ibid._ p. 157.
3

Bertha Gaffney-Gorman.
"Ill.i·tera·tes 'Skeletons'
Closeted in the American Dream," Sac-ramento Bee Nev1spaper
(Sacramento), July 29, 1975, Scene, p • .B4.
4

Roger .Boshier, "Education Participation and Dropout:
A T'neoretical MOdel,'' Adult Education, X:UII, No. 4 (1973),
p. 256.
'
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reasons are many and varied and take their ·toll on regular attendance in class. 5

For many students an educa-

tional experience represents tremendous sacrifice on the
part of the whole family.

Many adults desire to stay in

school, but cannot because of outside pressures.

6

In a study conducted in 1952, the National Educat:i,.on
Association found t.hat adult educa·tion in cities over
100,000 population experienced a 35.4%dropout rate:
cities of 30,000 to 100,000 had a 22,8%dropout rate:
and cities of 2,500 to 30,000 had a 15.7% dropout rate. 7
As former Secretary of Labor, W. Willa;.-d W.i rt:z concluded,
" ••• the dropout has originated in our homes, in our own
neighborhoods, and in our own schools ... s

SD. L. Hawkins, "A Study of Dropouts in an Adult
Basi9 Education Program and a General Educa·o.on Development Program and Suggestions for Improving the Holding
Power of 'l'he s e Programs, " Indiana university, 1968, p. 5.
6 Bertha Gaffney-Gorman, op, cit., p. B4.
7

Robert L. Ewigleben, "The Identification and A.'1alysis
of the Factors Contributing to the Dropout Rate Among
Participants in Classes of the Lansing Adult School
Program," (EdD Dissertation, Michigan State University,
19 59), p. 12.
8 Lucius Fo Cervan·tes, The Dropout Cause and Cures.
(Ann Arbor, Michigan: The Michigan Press, 1965), p. 1.
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1;'he purpose of this study was to

deter~:nin.e

the rela-

·tive effectiveness of four methods of contacting non-·
attending adult s·tudents with an invitation message to
return to class.
students were:
contact,

The three methods used to contact
(1) personal contact.,

(2) telephone

(3) contact by letter, and ( 4) no contact.

POPULATION

The San Juan Unified School District serves the
northeast area· of Sacramen·to County.

This

~)lburba.n

corrnnuni ty is primarily residentia.l and is composed of
six unincor·porated townships:

Carmichael, Arden, Arcade,

Citrus Heights, Fair oaks and Orangevale.

San J·uan

Unified School District serves an area of 73 square miles
and is populated by about 230,000 9 residents and growing. 10
In San Juan Unified School District there are 75
schools:

54 grades K-6; 11 grades 7-8; and 10 schools

grades 9-12.

In addition there are children's centers.

9 carl J. Hinter and J. Martin vJeber, Heart of
C1'l_1ifornia_. Sacramento County Then and Now.
(San
Francisco, California: Fearon Publishers, 1959), p. 100.
10 Ba.ckgroun d In f ormatJ.on,
.
San ,Tuan Uhified School
District, 3738 Walnut Avenue, C'.armichael, California,
Aug·ust 21, 197 5, p. 1.
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and pre-schools; two schools for the t.rainable ment.a.l.ly
reta.rded; three continuation high schools;· a technical
center for career education and an adult education
center.

11

San Juan unified, the sevent.h largest district in the
state, has approximately 51,300 full-time student.s, grades

K-12.

The 1975-76 Budget of just over $64 million,

classifies the district as "low wealth".

The primary

source of local tax revenue is derived from residential
property.

12

Population densities within the San <l·uan unified
School Dist.rict boundaries appear to indicate a move.ment
from the Southwest seci:ion of the Dis·tr.ict to the Northr,1ast
section of the District.

One indicator of this movement

is observable by the closing of certain schools.

Since

June '1970, four grades K-6 schools have closed in the
Southwest sector.

In the North, East and Southeast sectors

of the District, three new K-6 schools are proposed in the
next five years; two 7-8 intermediate schools are tu<der

11

12

Ib1.'d ., p • 1•
.
Ib1.d., p. 1.
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consideration in the next. ten years and Mesa Verde High
School, grades 9-12, is now open and should be completed
by 1978.

13

'I'he San Juan Unified School District is not dynamic
in population densities alone.

The ethnic composition

and density is an important feature too as the schools
are a reflection of its people (see Table 1).

SAN JUAN UNIFIED ADULT SCHOOL

San Juan became a unified school district on July 1,
"

1960. 14

'l'he present district was established by unifying

the San Juan Union High School District wi tll five elernentary school districts.

They were:

Arcade, Arden-

.
15
Carmichael, Fair OaRs, Orangevale ana-sylvan.
'Ihe San Juan Ul1ified Adult School was established in
September 1955.

'Ihe enrollment has shown a consistent

growth since its inception as indica ted by 'I'able 2. 16

13

I b'd
~ ~~ P• 1

o

14san Juan unified School District Adult Education
Accreditation Report. San Juan unified School District,
3738 Walnut Avenue, Carmichael, California, 1972·-73, p. ix.
15 I b'~a.,
<
Po 3 •
16 I b'd
1
•

I

p. 9.
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TABLE 1
E'IHNIC COMPOSITION OF 'IHE SAN JUAN
UNIFIED SCHOOl, DISTRICT17

Ethnic
Background

Number
of
Studen·t.s

Per Cent
of
'Ibtal

American Indian

489

1.0

Black American

393

0,77

Asian American

624

1.21

1, 579

3.07

All Individuals
not Included in
Above Columns

48,236

93.91

Totals

51,321

99.96

Spanish Surnamed
American

1·7

u.s. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights, Fall 1974 Elementary
and Secong£rv school Civil Rights Survev.., Required
under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
under Tit.le IX of the F.ducation .1\mendments of 1972
(Washington, D.C.) form excerpt by Mildred Hegy,
Supervisor of Attendance, San Juan Unified School
District, 3738 Walnut Avenue, Carmichael, California·,
November 25, 1974.
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TABLE 2
ENROLLMENT TRENDS OF TiiE ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM
OF SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT18

School
Year

High School
Graduates

1955-56

Nwnber
Enrolled

Average
Daily
Attendance

1,679

73

1956-57

37

4,374

188

1957-58

86

5,831

297

1958-59

135

7,561

317

1959-60

129

3,883

196

1960-61

176

7,633

335

1961-62

205

8, 725

380

1962-63

244

9,493

462

1963-64

205

11,120

556

1-964-6-S

268

11_, 816

619

1965-66

170

11,309

641

1966-67

183

12,702

715

1967-68

206

13,888

787

1968-69

162

14,446

804

1969-70

142

16,624

977

1970-71

166

21,125

1,201

1971-72

136

23,220

1,344

1972-73

141

2 5, 591

1,402

1973-74

115

28,404

1, 809

1974-75

94

33,241

2,273

18

Accreditation Report, op. cit.. , pp. 1-30.
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Curricular offerings in the adult school since 1955
have evolved gradually from an almost exclusive offering
for adult high school completion classes ·to a more equal
mix of offerings in vocational and avocational education
courses.

English-as-a-Second-Language has become a recent

addition to the adult school offerings because of the
number of Vietnamese refugees who have moved into the
Sacramento County area.

19

The San Juan Unified Adult School program is responsive to the educational needs of the people

.J t

serves.

As a result of student surveys, faculty interest, communi ty business/industrial advisory councils, in-·district
curricultm1 divisio;1.s and state and federal legislative
reimbursement procedures, a diversity of courses and
programs in adult education are offered.

20

The "pulse of the community" is continually monitored
by the input from these above-mentioned sectors.

And if

the San Juan Unified Adult School program, or any adult
school program, is to remain viable, the attendance

19 rbid., pp. 1-30.
20

Ibid., pp. 10-25.
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continuum must show a direct and positive relationship
.

t o t h e annual o ff er~ngs.

21

Courses and specific programs in San Juan Unified
Adult School are regularly advertised in local newspapers, on radio and television.

Attendance is consid-

ered a direct reflection of the interests and needs of
the

.

res~dents

.

~n

the

.

commun~ty.

22

All residents of the

micro-community of San Juan Unified, who took adult education courses during the Fall term 1975, comprised the
experimentally accessible population.

It seems reason-

able to assume that the sampled students used in this
study may be representative of the macro-community,
including school districts outside of; but similar to,

METHODS OF CONTACTING NONATTENDERS

Methods of contacting nonattending adult students was
the experimental variable of this investigation.

The

methods used were considered the most traditional and
economically feasible means of communicating with people,

21

Ibid., pp. 10-25.

22 Ibid., pp. 12-15.
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and varied along a continuum from person-to-person contact to no contact.

1'he methods employed to contact

nonattf!nding adults \1ere as follows:

(1) personal

<Jontnct,

(3) printed word

(2) telephcne voice contact,

con·tact, ar:.d (4) no contact,

The assumption was that

the more personal t.he association between the contac·tor
and the nonattender, the greater the impact of the contac·t.

Volunteer Personnel
The contac·tors in this investigation were volunteers
from the immediate community who v1ere in vi ted to act a::;
. contact.ors/counselors.

Three male students from ,JesuH:

High School, and one fe-nale adult educa:t:ion graduate

=----------

were the respondents to the invitation for assistanceo
1he males were seniors at Jesuit, seventeen years of age;
the female was nineteen years old (see Appendix C),
At an orientation meeting with the volunteers on
Tuesday, September 16, 1975, the entire study was outlined by the investigator and the volunteers were as.ked
to provide assistance by contacting nonattending adult
s·tudents,

1'he factors for selecting volunteers to act as

counselors in ·this study were:
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1.

n1eir availability.

2.

~eir

3.

Their 1Nillingness to help 1Nithout remuneration.

~e

time flexibility.

volunteers accepted the responsibility of contacting

the nonattenders personally in all cases in v1hich the
student could be found.

If the student \\las reported out

of to1Nn, moved or unable

t~

be located soon, the female

vo.ltmt.eer attempted to follo1N up on those cases.
The personal contacts were made in the early morning,
evening or weekend hours.

Because many of the nonattending

students were women with families they were found at home.
Some students were con+.:.acted at work and others while
visiting friends.
--------------cNe-a-~~empt-was-macae-Gn-the-VQ~un-t.ee:r:--'-s--pa-X'-t.-t.o-calJ.

the nonattending student before personally contacting him/
her. ·

~is

was done for two reasons:

(1) t.he volunteer's

time for contacting persons was limited, and (2) i t was
felt that personally contacting the students, without
announcement, would have a greater impact on the nonattender.

An effort was made to assign the nonattending

students to the volunteers whose residence was geographically closest to their home to minimize travel time.
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The female volunteer was provided names of nonattending students via the Adult School Daily Attendance Form. 23
Her task \vas to follow up on the detail procedures of
providing nonattending student Lists to the volunteers and
senior investigator.

She also accepted the task of loca-

ting hard-to-reach nonattenders and kept the Adult Sch'?ol
Principal informed of those cases in which people moved,
were deceased, et cetera.

The four methods of contacting

nonattenders are described as follows.

Personal Contact
The personal contact method involved a. voluntesr
seeking out. and ·talking face-to-face wit.h nona·ttenders
personally.
---------

1~e

volunteer was furnished a short,

~Titten

text

that was designed to help initiate the conversation
between volunteer and nonattender.

24

Adherence to this

message starter was not mandatory as each new contact
brought different approach techniques.

23s ee Appen d'~x D
24

See Appendix A
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The volunteer was provided several names of nonattending students each week and was asked to locate the nonattender and deliver ·the message inviting the nonattender
to return.

After the nonattender was contacted, the

volunteer noted

t~he

date of cont.act and notified the senior

investigator when all the people on the list had been
contacted.
After several unsuccessful attempts to reach the nonattender personally that name was dropped from the study.

Telephone Contact
Volunteers assigned to telephoning nonattenders were
furnished the same star-tup conversation message as used
for personally contacted studen·ts. 25

----==-~

Every

t1110

or ·three

days, or at the end of each week, a list of nonattending
stud~nts

was provided to a volunteer.

The vol.unteer was

asked to call all the people he could reach by phone,
invite them to return to class, ·then note the date con-tacted and return the list to the investigator as soon as
possible.

After several unsuccessful attempts to reach

·the nonattender by phone that: name was dropped from the
study.

25

rbid.
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Letter Contact
A personal let.ter inviting nonattenders to return to
class comprised the treatment for the third method of
contac·ting s·tudents. 26

Written in a posi·tive tone, the

letter was addressed to the nonattender personally and ·
sent out over the signature of the adult school principal.
The date the letter was sent was recorded by the investigator and letters rei:urned unopened were the signal to
drop that name from the study.

No Contac·t - Control Group
'
Nonattending students assigned ·to t.his cat;egory 1:1ere
not contacted by anyone from the adult school concerni.ng
attendance.

'I'he adult school faculty and staff were

asked not to contact these students about their attendance
pattern.

However, because of the number of sample stu-

dents in the Control Group, some of the nonattenders may
have been contacted by facu.l ty members.

The contact ratio

was probably low and may reasonably approximate faculty
behavior under nonexperimental conditions.

The control

group of the study was established to provide the baseline

26

See APPendix B.
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data against which any differences could be not.ed.

These

comparisons were necessary to enable the investigator to
describe the effectiveness of the contact methods with
greater

precision~

RESEARCH DESIGN

The 2 x 3 x 4 Factorial Design used in

t~is

investi-

gation was developed to study the effectiveness of contacting nonattending students in:
ways,

(1)

four

different

(2) within tvn specific time spans, and (3) using

students who were enrolled in (a) diploma classes,
(b) vocational education classes, or (c) a·,rocational
education classes.

The study, experimental in nature,

- - - - ---clees-ne-to-presurne-a-prcede-eerminecl-eu--toeem-e-.-The-exper-i-·-----mental variables and statistical analyses were scientifical:ly designed and arranged to provide maximum internal
and external validity_as well as to minimize error (see
Table 3).

Assignment of Nonattenders
~.Contact GrouE
Students who were absent after having registered for
an adult education course were termed nonattenders.
'i'hese individuals were identified through ·the adult school
attendance record keeping system of the District.

The
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TABLE 3
2 X 3 X 4 FACTORIAL DESIGN

PERIOD OF
NONATTENDANCE

TREA'IMENTME'IHOD OF
CONTACTING
NONA TTENDERS

STUDENT MAJORFIELD OF STUDY

PERSONAL CONTACT N=6
HIGH SCHOOL
DIPLOMA

'l'RI-WEEK

N-26

'

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

.··..··.~~
.,
,_'

N=38
3 WEEKS
SEPT. 15

-

ocrr.

3

AVOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
N=32

!----·-

TRI-WEEK

11
,.9

HIGH SCHOOL
DIPLOHA

-

"'"""'.,;

.

.

:.,~-,-~

~'"'~

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
N=•36

I~'EEKS

OCT. 6 -· OC'f.'o 24
1975
N=l06 .
TO'f.'AL

AVOCA TIONAL
EDUCATION
N~34

-

NO CONTACT (CONTROL) N=4
PERSONAL CONTACT N=10
'rELEPHONE CONTACT N=10
LETTER CONTACT N=10
NO CON':CA.CT (CONTROL) N=8
PER~·30N.t\L

N=96

3

LE'rTER CONTACT N=8

----·~

1975

.

TELEPHONE CONTACT N=8

CONTAC'l' H"'6

"--·-·---·-·----·-····--

T'EJ...ltGPHONE CON1:t-"\C rl' N-:z:f3

1-----·-···---.--------.-.
.--·-LETT·ER CON'I'AC'r N::-::9

i-----·-·----"-...•--··---·-------NO _c,:_:JNTJl.c•r .J.CClli.'J:,i39.lJ.•..li.::.'L
PERSONAL CO&TACT N"'!9-~
--"··--"TELEPHONE CONTACT N""7
LETTER CONTACT ~r-=10
NO CONTACT (CONTROL) N-10
PERSONA I, CONTACT N=10
TELEPHONE CONTACT N"'lO
LETTER CONTACT N=8
NO CONTAC'l' ( CONTROI,) N=8
PERSONAL CONTACT N=8
'I'ELEPHONE CONTACT N=9
LETTER CONTACT N=9
NO CONTACT (CONTROL) N=8

--

N = 202
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Adult School Principal provided a. daily attendance roster
.
27
:tor
each ~nstructor.

'!'he instructor was asked to fill

out. the appropriate information and return the attendance
form to the principal.

The principal then directed one

of the volunteers to contact the teacher, to ascertain if
the teacher had attempted any contact with the nonattending student.

If the teacher had contacted the student,

the appropriate information was recorded.

These data

then became incorporated into the information bank of the
study.
If the teacher had not =ntacted the :o:Ludent and
indicat.ed he or she v.'ould not contact the student, the
student was selected to be a subject in this study.

As

the nonattending students' names were collected and ready
for assignment to the method of contact, they were
arbi t'rarily placed in either ( 1) personal contact,

(2) telephone contact, {3) letter contact, or (4) no
contact ca·tegories in a nonprejudic:i.al, nonsequential and
un.biased way.

Although technically this was not a random

assignment., every effort and precaution was taken to avoid

27 s ee Append'~x D•
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sample selection bias.

The method for assignment seemed

to ha·ve all of t.he desirable characteristics of random
assignrnent, including approximately equal and comparable
groups of nonattending students assigned to each of the
four methods of contact.

Classificatory
Variable.§.

Independ~

In ·this study two classificatory independent variables were assigned as "experimental constants."

28

The

two variables were selected, not to be manie_ulated by
the investigator, but so that:

(a) their effects could

be equated, neutralized or cancelled out for all of the
exper .imental conditions, and (b) the information yield
----expect-ed-from-th-±-s-exp·erirn-errt-wou-1-d-b-e--ct-ep-errd-errt-upon-th-e
t
na·ure
of

. varla
. bl es. 29
th ese

The two variables are

described below:

Nonattendance Period.

This variable consists of

two levels of a tri -1r1eekly time frame.

28

The three-week

stephan Issac. :f!andbook in Research a.nd Evaluation.
(San Dieg·o: Robert R. Knapp, PUblisher, 1974), p. 16.
29

· See Table 3 .
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period from September 15, 1975 to October 3, 1975, was
the first tri-week of the semester and represented the
time from initial registration for classes to the highest
point of adult stude.'1.t enrollment.

Typically, this time·

period includes the greatest enrollment increase, but
there are at the same t.ime adult students either not
attending classes, dropping out, or both.
If a student missed one class during the first tri\'ieek and was contacted immediately, he or she would have
ample time to return to class and make up i;;_he \\ark.
A graphical representation of the 2 x 3 x 4 classifi-

cat.ion

•,o~ith

two levels of nonattendance., t:hree levels of

student major and four levels of contac': are presented in
___Table__3_•·-----~

Student MajQE_.

The second classificatory independent

variable was the adult student's declared major field of
study.

It was the investigator's hypothesis that students

in different academic major fields of study

~ould

respond

differentially when contactedo

The major fields of study

are three distinct categories:

(l) high school diploma

s·tudents,

(2) vocational education students, and
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(3) avocational education students.

30

Student major classifications are defined in the San
Juan Adult School Accreditation Report as follows:

31

I"
The adult high school diploma program in
San Juan Unified School District is available day
and evening in separate locations. It may or
may not include General Educational Development
(GED) courses, and is available for all who wish
t.o complete their high school education.
II.
Vocational Education courses are offered
to assis·t students in becoming employable or
to increase their skills to make them eligible
for better positions. There is a continuing
need for classes in typing, shorthand, business
machines, accounting, medical receptionlst,
advertising, investments, real estate and taxidenny. These a.re but a few of the voc<~t.ional
courses which have proved helpful net onJ.y ·to
studen·ts, but to ·the entire communi t·y. Classes
designed to prepare students for ci vi.l service
positions also have been valuable i.n giving
students needed assis·tance and t_rai.nina. Adults
may also receive training along with high school
classes in some subjects, such as drafting,
office machines, graphic ar·ts, power keyboard
punch and tape, auto air conditioning and smog
control.
III.
Avocational Education programs are those
that provide leisure-oriented and avoca tional
acti vi ties to the community as they meet the
needs and specific interests of people for extended day or evening courses.

30 rbid.
31
Po 9.

sJUSD Adult School Accreditation Report., op. cit.,
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Descriptive
Variables

~~depen~

Tlrio additional variables were included in this study:

(1) sex of nonattender, and (2) time of day the student
took a course.

These variables were included to enlarge

the parameters and enhance the precision of the total
investigation.

Dependent Variables
'l'he outcome data of this study will be determined by
the official San JUan Unified School District
Attendance
.,
Records for those adult students who were sampled.

In

order to maintain clarity on the outcome variables
presentation, the dependent variables are presented in
---·--··-ttl_e_fo_llo_wing_ca:tegories_:

Attendance Ratio.
for Fall Term 1975.

Actual Attendance Rate of Student
That is, what proportion of the

classes did the nonattender a·ttend for the remainder of
the semester (term), after he/she had been contacted by
a volunteer counselor (in per cen·t)?

_Dropouts.

Did

L~e

nonattender drop out completely

from adult school during the F'all 1975 term, after being
contacted by a volunteer counselor?

(Yes -No.)
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Reenrollment Rate.

Did the nonattender reenroll for

the subsequent consecutive Spring 1976 adult school term?
(Yes - No.)

Ins trumen ta tiol,l
The attendance data extracted in this study is controlled by the California State Education Code requirements.

The face validity of attendance data, that were

collected and certified by adult school faculty, are
outlined in detail by the Handbook for Adult Education
Teachers.

Each adult school faculty was asked to complete

a daily and monthly attendance roster and submit it to the
Adult school Attendance Office (see Appendices D, E and
F).

The Handbook outlines attendance gathering thusly:
Attendance reporting is an important responsibility of every adult education instructor.
The State Department of Education requires that
the instructor show the number of hours of
attendance for each student.o•• The attendance
card must be up-to-date and completed each class
meeting. BY CALIFORNIA S'l'ATE LAW, IT IS ILLEGAL
TO TAKE AT·rENDANCE BY PASSING A SIGN-UP SHEET
AROUND THE CLASS. The instructor is personally
responsible for taking and recording accurate
attendance. Monthly attendance records and
registration/attendance cards will be turned
into the adult education office at the end of
the last class meeting for the quarter.
Instructors are required to total monthly
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attendance on the appropriate forms.

32

These data are accepted as valid by the San Juan
Unified School District, the State Attendance personnel
and this investigator for the purposes of this study.
Those students classified as nonattenders v1ere identified through t.he daily and monthly attendance rosters.
The San Juan Adult School faculty 1t1ere asked to subrni t
the attendance form daily (see Appendix D).

As these

forms 1t1ere received by the Adult Education Office, the
names of students who had missed one class ""1ere categorized appropriately (see Table 3).
Reenrollment for t.his study was comprised of studen·ts
who had officially completed One of two requirernen·ts

~

term dropped out before the term's end but
reenrolled in the Spring 1976 term, he or she
was counted in the reenrollrnent
2.

rate~

or

If a nona·ttending student in the Fall 1975 term
dropped out, moved to another distric·t,

32

Handbook for Adult Education Teachers, Mackinzie
Goold, Director, Adult Education, San Juan Unified School
District, 3738 Walnut Avenue, Carmichael, CaLifornia
95608, p. 6.
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reenrolled for the Spring 1976 term q.nd
reques·ted a transcript of his/her academic
record be sent to the new distric·t, that
person was counted in the reenrollment rate.

STATEMENT OF RESEARCH HYPOTHE.SES

The research hypotheses in this study are stated in
positive terms and are used ·to:

(a) identify the vari-

ables and (b) to account for the results. 33

The research

hypotheses are as follows:
H1 A

Personal contact is more effect.ive than telephone
contact, letter contact or no contact as measurr;d
py:

H13

(a) attendance after beinq
. contacted, . . (b)

Telephone contact is more effective than writing
a letter or no contact as measured by:
tendance after being contacted,

(a) at-

(b) dropout rate,

or (c) reenrollment rat.e.
H1 c

Writing a letter is more effective than no contact as measured by:
cont.ac·ted,

(a) attendance after being

(b) dropout ra·te, or (c) reenrollment

rate.

33rssac, op. cit., p. 142.

6'7

H2A

Nonattenders majoring in avocational education
return with grea·t.er regularity than nonattenders
in vocational education or high school diploma
classes as measured by:
being contacted,

(a) attendance after

(b) dropout rate, or (c) re-

enrollment rate.
H2 B

Nonattenders in vocational education return with
greater regularity than high school diploma as
measured by:
tacted,

(a) attendance af·ter being con-

(b) dropout rate, or (c) ~eenrollment

rate.
· H
3

Nonat.tenders during the first three weeks of
class attend subsequent classes with more regu-

-----------1-ar±-ty-than-no;>att·end·ers-±-n-th-e-second-three--- - - - VIeeks as measured by:
contacted,

(a) attendance after being

(b) dropout rate, or (c) reenrollment

rate.
H4

Nonattending female students return with greater
regularity than nonattending males as measured
by:

(a) attendance after being contacted,

(b) dropout rate, or (c) reenrollment rate.

Hs

Nonattenders in evening classes attend subsequent
classes with more regularity than nonattenders
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in morning classes as measur~d by:
dance after being contacted,

(a) atten-

(b) dropout rate,

or (c) reenrollment rate.
The .05 level of significance was adopted for the test
of these hypotheses.

METHOD OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Factorial analysis of variance procedures was used
to test the above hypotheses followed by the Scheff/ multiple comparison procedures for instances involving three
or more groups. 34

.These analyses were accomplished through

the computer facilities of the University of the Pacific,
Stockton, california, utilizing the Biomedical Computer
----·Program, Bl'-ID-05V~3 5 -TITe--sMD-OSv-pro-gram-was-us-ed-to·---accommodate unequal cell sizes.

output from these compu-

tations was used to respond to the Hypotheses 1 through 5.
The three dependent variables of this study were
attendance rates, dropout status and reenrollment status.
Attendance rate was the proportion of classes attended

34 George A. Ferguson.
Statistical Analysis in
Psychology and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971),
pp. 268-275.

35w. J. Dixon (Editor). Biomedical Computer Proqrams
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971), p. 543.
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after a student was contacted by someone from the San
Juan Unified School for Adults.

Both dropout status and

reenrollment status are dichotomous variables yielding
either a yes or no category.
The mathematical derivations of the analysis of vari.ance technique assumes that the dependent variable is
.
.
d 36
normally d ~str~bute
.

However, recent empirical Monte

carlo Computer research by Tse-Chi Hsu and L. S. Feldt37
and further mathematical refinements on the F-test by
George E. P. Box,

38

indicates that the analysis of vari-

ance procedures are appropriate for the sta:tist:ical
analysis of dichotomous dependent variab1as.
Descriptive statistics and correlational analysis
were obtained through the CODEBOOK, CROSSTABS ar1d PEARSON

36 Ferguson, op.
.

.

c~t.,

pp. 2 08-300.

3 7 Tse-Chi Hsu and Leonard

s.

Feldt, "The Effect of
Limitations on ·the Number of Criterion Score Values on the
Significance Level of the F-Test," American Educational
Research .Journal, Vol. 6, No. 4 (November 1969), pp. 515527.
38
George E. P. Box, "Some Theorems on Quadratic Forms
Applied in the St.udy of Analysis of Vct:dal-:tce Problems. I.
Effect of Inequality of Variance in the One-Way Classification," 1lJ.e An~_als of Mathematical Statis·tics, Vol. 25,
(June 1954), pp. 290-302.
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CORRELATIONAL statistical programs from the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS}.

39

SUMMARY

Adult education dropouts have been a problem since at
least 1814.

United States cities with 100,000 or more

population suffer a greater dropout rate of adult education students than do cities of 2, 500 to 30,000 people.
The problem of dropout is not only in our cities, but in
"our homes, our neighborhoods and our schools", according
to W. Willard Wirtz.
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the extent
to which the nonattending adult school student, after
having been contacted by a volunteer, could be induced to
return to class. The nonattender was contacted by one of
four

methods, i.e.,

teer,

(2} telephoned by a volunteer,

(1} personally contacted by a volun(3} via letter from

the adult school principal, or (4} not contacted by anyone from the adult school.
The three factors related to student attendance
~ich

were specified as the dependent variables of this

study were:

39

(1} proportion of classes attended after

Norman H. Nie, Dale H. Bent, c. Hadlai Hull, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (San Francisco:
McGraw-Hill, 1970}.

'11

being contacted, (2) dropout rate, and (3) reenrollment.
rate.
Additionally, ·the interrelationships between attendance, student major, period of nonattendance, sex and
time of course offering were obtained to more fully detail
characteristics of the nonattending adult school student.

Chapter IV

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF TEE STUDY

This study was an attempt to determine the relative
effectivem;ss of four methods of contacting nonati:ending
adult studen·t.s in San Juan Unified School District, duJ:ing
the acadP.mic year 1975-·76.

One hundred forty-nine adult

women students and fifty-three adult men students participated as subjects in this investigation.

Each subject was

classified according to educational major and nonattendance
period.
In tche investigation, adult studE'nt.s \vho 'Jie.re enrolled.
in a class but were absent at least once within the first
six weeks were contacted via one of four ways:
ally,

(2) by telephone,

(1) person-

(3) by letter, or (4) were not

contacted by anyone from the San Juan Uhified School for
Adult:s.

The operational measures of the

variables relating

t~

d~~pendent

school attendance were

(1) the

proportion of classes a student attended after being
contacted, (2) tbe proportion of students

•t~llo

dropped out

of the class after having been cont. acted, and (3) the
propor·t.ion of students who reenrolled in school for tlle
subsequent, consecutive semester (term).
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TESTS OF THE NULL HYPOTHESES

The use of a factorial analysis permits research studies
to be accomplished expeditiously because i t "answers several

simultaneo~sly." 1

hypotheses

In addition, the factorial

analysis can "permit the conduct. of only one experiment to
. answer several complex questions at once and it can reveal
the interactions between tw:> or more variables all at the
same time. 112

A·ttendance Data
Because of ·the multiple analyses accomplished through
the factorial design, the analysis of the a·ttendance data
simultaneously respon&rl to the following three hypo·theses:
HlA

The methods of contacting adult s·tudents are
equally effective in influencing the classroom
return attendance rate.

1

~A

There is no difference in the classroom return
attendance rate for students majoring in (1) high
school completion classes,

(2) vocational educa-

t.ion classes, and (3) avocational education classes.
1

stephan Issac.
Handbook in Research and Evaluation.
(San Diego, Calif.: Robert R. Khapp Publisher, 1974), p. 142.
2

rbid.

I

p. 142.
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H3A

T11ere is no difference in the classroom return
attendance rate for students who

•~ere

absent

during Triweek 1 or Triweek 2.
Classroom attendance in this study is measured by the
proportion of classes that a student attended after having
been absent at least once and raving been contacted via
one of the four methods.
The statistical results of the 4 x 3 x 2 analysis of
variance of attendance rate data are presented in Table 1.
These resul·ts were obtained by the BMD o5V computer program
as maintained through the compu.\:er facilities of t.he
Univer"li·ty of the Pacific.

Findings Regarding HlA
As indicated in line 1, Table 4, the classroom re·turn
attendance rates for the four methods of contac·ting adult
students differed significantly at the .05 ievel.
Null hypothesis \;Jas rejected as being untenable.

The
There was

a difference between the four methods of contacting students and the re·turn attendance rate.

The research was

unable to differentiate which method accounted for the
difference.

Table 5 presents the group means, standard

deviation and sample sizes for class att:endance of the
four contact methods.

1:aJ..1le 4
I

SUMMARY TABLE FOR THE FACTORI!~ ANALYSIS OF VARIP.NCE
OF RETURN R!\.TE ATTENDPJ-JCE DATA NITH METHODS OF
CONTACT, STUDENT MAJOI<. AND A1'TE-i\!DANCE PERIOD
l J'{
•"' J:'~"... ~w~s

.t'"•o

Source of variation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

I

.,
I
J.Jegrees
I of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

-8,809

Methods of Contacting Students
Student Major
Nonattendance Period
Method of Contact X Student
Major Period
Method of Contact X Nonattendance Period
Student Z...1ajor X Nonattendance
Period
Contact X Major X Period
Error (Within Cell)

'""!..!.,;

Mean
Square

Fa

3
2
1

2936.3
3283.1
8240.7

. 2.665
2.98
7.48

6

2626.3

2.38

p

3

2211.4

2.01

p ., .05

2

4000.2

3.63

p

< .05

17~

4698.2
1101.7

4.26

p

(

I

6,566
8,241

I

15,7 58
6,634

Probability
Under

I

I:b

<

p
.os
p ,. .05

P. ( .01

I

8,000

I

28,189
196,108

<.05
.05

I

acritical Values of F 3
I

3

F

= 3.90

2 66
.95F(3,l78)= "

.9s {1,178)

- 3.05
.95F (2,178)-

.95F(6,178)=

1

2

·1
I

5

G. w. Snedecor and William G. Cochran. Statistical Methods. Iowa State University,
1967.
In George A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Education (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book co., 1971), pp. 452-455.
I

~

~
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Table 5
DESCRIPTIVE S'rA'riSTICS OF CLASS AT'rENDANCE
DATA FOR 'J.'HE FOUR ME'rHODS
OF CONTACTING S1UDENTS

Methods of
Contacting

Mean

Standard
Deviation

.~d!"nts

(%)

(%}

A

Personal

19.5

39.1

49

Telephone

15.3

34.5

52

Letter

11.4

30.2

54

Control

31-::.8

_45.J..

_:_42.

19.1

37 .. 9

202

TOTAL

The means depicted above indicate the control group
as having the highest return attendance rate, followed
by personal, telephone and letter contact.
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In order to specify the pattern of intergroup dif-

,

ferences among the four contact methods, the Scheffe

Multiple comparisons procedures were employed for further
refinement and substantiation. 4

The results of this analy-

sis follows in Table 6.
As indicated in Tables 5 and 6, the control group
students had a significantly better classroom return
attendance rate than the letter contact group.

No other

significant differences were detected.
As indicated in Table 7, each of the four treatment
methods 'lias comprised of six cells consis+.ing of the va.rious combina·tions of student major and att,zndance periods.
Of particular interest. is cell number 12, the a vocational
education group in Triweek 1, assigned to the control
treatment.

These individuals had a remarkably high return

attendance rate ( 95 .11%).

'l'he cont.rol group means,

excluding cell number 12, drop to 16.8%, which is well
within 'che range for the o·ther con·tact methods.

This

anomaly accounts for the significant statistical results
presented in Table 4.
Upon further investigation with a

one~way

analysis

of variance, and after elimina·ting the atypical control
4

Henry Scheffe. Analysis of Variance (New York:
Wiley Book Co., 1.959), pp. 25-100.
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Table .6
F·-S'rATISTICS FROM PAIR-WISE COMPARISONS
OF THE FOUR CON'ffiCT GROUPS BY
THE SCrmFFE POST HOC PROCEDURE*S

Con·tact
Group
Personal

Contact Group
Telephone
F

= 0.14

Telephone

0

Letter

0

Control

Letter

= 1.09

F

= 0. 50

F

F

= 0.12

F == 2.04

0

F

= 3.17

*Critical Value of F 6

6

Snedecor and Cochran, op. cit.

The Scheffe formula for pair-wise comparisons
indicated that telephone contact compared to personal
E' = 0.14; control compared to letter F = 3.17.
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Table 7
DESCR.IPTIVE STATISTICS FOR 'l'HE 'IWENTY-FOUR METHOD BY S'rUDENT
MAJOR BY ATTENDANCE PERIOD COMBINATIONS
Method
Cell
of
No. Contact

Student
Major

Attendance
Period

Standard
!Y\ean Deviation

Trh~eek

33.33
12.50

51.64
35.36

25.00
20.00
33.70
17.70
12.50

50.00
42.16
45.79
37.72
35.36

4
10
10
10

0.00

o.oo

23.7 5
31.11
95.11

44.06
46.76
9.70

6
8

1
2
3
4

Personal
Telephone
Letter
Control

Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma

5
6
7
8

Personal
Telephone
I.e·tter
Control

Vocational
Vocational
Vocational
Vocational

Triweek
Triweek
Triweek
Triweek
'I'riweek
Triweek
Trh1eek

9

Personal
Telephone
Letter
Control

Avocational
Avoca tional
Avocational
Avocational

Triweek
Triweek
'l'ri week
•rriweek

10
11

12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

o.oo

.................. .........
u,..u·------·-·42.73
-·~-

13
14

Personal
Telephone

Diploma
Diploma

Trhveek 2
Triweek 2

o.oo

~

6
8
8

8

9
9

----·-~---

21:1.44

14.29

n

37.80

9

7

-·-·--·--J.-5-J..ei:.t.er------BicJ:"±ema----Tri>Veek-2-·--6~00---:t8~97-----uJ-----

16

Control

Diploma

Triweek 2

43.90

47.67

10

17
18
19
20

Personal
'l'e.lephone
Letter
Control

Vocational
Vocational
Vocational
Vocational

Triweek
Triweek
Triweek
Triweek

2
2
2
2

0.00
6.70
0.00

0.00
21.19
0.00

10
10
8

21
22
23
24

Personal
Telephone
Letter
Control

Avocational
Avocational
Avoca tional
Avoca tional

Triweek
Triweek
Triweek
Triweek

2
2
2
2

o.oo

37.50

o.oo

11.11

0.00

o.oo

51.75
0.00
33.33
0.00

8
8

9
9

8

--·
Analysis of group means and sample size for the four
contac·t methods, the s·tudent majors and attendance periods.
Cell 12 is the control group that contaminates all of·the
statistical findings.*
*Table 3, Chart 3 (this study p. 58)
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cell in Triweek 1, there were no significant mean differences between personal, telephone, letter or no contact
gro•.tps.

Due to the nonrandom assignment method used, .it

was discovered ·that the individuals in the aforementioned
control cell were all enrolled in the same avocational
education class.

The data for these nonsignificant dif-

ferences are presented in Tables 8 and 9.
In an interview with the avocational education instructor of the control group, she indicated that she
had personally contacted three of the students in her
class due to personal problems and "felt compelled to
lend assistance."

·rhe other six students ::Ln her class

returned on their own and were not contacted by anyone
--- - - - - _7 _____ ----- - - - -from the San Juan School for Adults.
According to
the principal, this instructor has the reputat.ion of
maintaining a high level of student interest and attendance rate.

The research hypothesis in Chapters 1 and

3 are not supported by these data.
~ind.ings Concerning ~A

As indicated in line 2, Table 4, student major
return attendance rat.es, the F ratio was not significant.

7 rntervi.ew with Mrs. J. George, Instructor of San
Juan unified School for Adults, carmichael, California.
March 11, 1976.
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Table 8
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR METHODS OF CONTAC'r
AF'TER ELI.MINATING THE ATYPICAL CONTROL CELL IN TRIWEEK l

Mean

Standard
Deviation

n

Personal Contact

19.5

39.06

49

Telephone Contact

15.3

34.49

52

Let.ter Contact

11.4

30.22

No Contact (Control)

16.8

36.38

Group

~

54
38

82

Table 9
ONE-WAY ANAI"YSIS OF VARIANCE OF ATTENDANCE RETURN RATE
FOR THE FOUR METHODS OF CONTAC'riNG
STUDENTS

Source

Sum of
Sguares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F

1,751. 7

3

583.9

Within Groups

231,317.3

189

1,223.9

Total

233,069.1

192

Between Groups

-------·-·---

-----------------

------·-~--w,_.,__._,__.

___f> 4 ?~
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The Null hypothesis of no difference was tenable and the
Scheffe.. procedures were not appropriate.

Accordingly,

there was no difference in the method of contacting
nonattending students when analyzed in terms of student
education major.

Findings Concerning Ff:3A
As indicated in line 3, T"dble 4, the classroom
return attendance rate between Triweeks 1 and 2 differed
significantly at the .05 level.

The mean attendance rates

for these triweek periods are presented in Table 10.
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Table 10
DESCRIPTIVE S1~TISTICS FOR CLASS ATTENDANCE
DA1'A POR THE 'P/fO '1'RIWEEK PERIODS (IN PERCENT}

Nonattendance
Period

Mean
(%}

(%)

Sample
Size

Triweek 1

26.5

42.9

96

Triweek 2

12.5

31.4

106

19.1

37.9

202

T0'1'AL

Standard Deviation
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The adult students who were contact.ed after one
absence during Triweek 1 had a significantly higher
r e·turn classroom attendance rate (26. 5%) than si:udents
who were contacted after at least one absence during Triweek 2 ( 12 • 5%) •

Findings Concerning Int.eractions
In addition to main effects in the preceding analysis
the interactions between the independent variables were
also of in·terest.

The three, first order interactions,_

method X major, method X attendance and period X major X
attendance are presented below.

Methods of Contacting St.udents X St12ctent EducatJ-.2!!..
----- --

cMa--jeF-.-----As-inE!-ie-a-tceEl-in-1-i-ne-4-,-'rablce-4-,--t-heJ:-e-is-a--sJ.gn-i~-~

ficant. interaction between the methods of contacting students and student major.

The interactions be·tween the three

methods and three education majors are depic·ted in Figure 1.
The small differences in the first three methods of
con tact, personal, telephone and letter, in contrast to the
large differences in the control group specify the nature
of the interaction.

In large measure, the avocational group

mentioned previously that achieved a 95 percent return
attendance rate was responsible for the statistically

!Figure 1
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significant findings.

Methods of Contacting Students X Nonattendance Period.
As indicated in line 5, Table 4, the methods used to contact students did not interact significantly with the nonattendance period.

Further analyses were not. required due

to the lack of statistical significance.

Student Major X Nonattendance Period.

As indicated

in line 6, Table 4, the interaction between major and nonattendance period is depicted in Figure 2.

The Null

hypothesis of no difference between major and period were
not acceptable at the .05 level.
'l'he differences between t.he first and second ·triweek
periods for high school diploma was small in comparison
with those for vocational and avocational majors.

The

1 arge differences in the a vocational group are attributable to the 95 percent return rate of students in the
aforementioned avocational class.

Method of Contaci: X Student Major X Nonattendance
Period.

As indicated in line 7, Table 4, the 4 x 3 x 2

way analysis of variance allows ·the investigator further
refinement by developing interaction matrices of the three
major independent variables.

Because there is no single

I

I

Figure 2
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depict.ion of this type of analysis, the second order interaction is shown by the schematics in Figure 3.
The obvious difference between the patt.ern of Triweek
1 and Triweek 2 derives from the extremely high attendance
rate for the avocational education-control class in
week 1.

Tri~

This difference is attributable to the individuals

of a single class mentioned previously who achieved an
unusually high (95%) return attendance rate.

Dropout Data
Student dropout in this study \vas defi;j:ed to be a
student who registered for one or more classes, attended
those classes, missed one session, was absent one ·time,
was ·then con·tacted by someone from the Adult School, and
ceased to finish attending ·the remainder of the semester.

Findings Reqarding Method
As indicated in line 1, 'l'able 11, the differences
between the effectiveness of the four methods of contacting
adult s·tudents in preventing dropout were not significant
at the .05 level.

The Null hypot.hesis was retained and

the Scheffe procedtires were not required.

Table 11
SUMJvlARY TABlE FQ..q THE E'ACTORIAL ANALYSIS OF VARIA..>;:CE
OF STUDENT DROPOL'T I DATA WITH METHODS OF CONTACT,
I
STUDENT MAJOR AND ATTENDA..l\JCE PERIOD AS FACTORS.
•

I

I

Source of
·
'
Varlatlon
Methods of Contacting
Students
2. Student Hajor
3. Nonattendance Period
4. Metrnds of Contact X
Student Major
5. Hethods of Contact X
Nonattendance Period
6 •. Student Major X Nonattendance Period
7. Contact X Major X
Period
1.

Error (within cell)

Degrees of
Free d om

Mean
Square

Fa

0.90

3

0.30

2.34

p ,. .05

0.64
0.81

2
1

0.32
0.81

2.46
6.31

p
.05
p ( .01

1.99

6

0.33

2. 58

p

0.74

3

0.25

1.90

p

1.15

2

o. 58

4.44

p

< .05
> .05
< .05

3.06

6

0. 51

3.97

p

< .05

22.85

178

a.95F(3,178)= 2.668
.95F(2,178)= 3 • 05
•

8

Probability
Under Ho

Sum of
Squares

snedecor and Cochran, op. cit.

>

0.128

.95F(l,l78) = 3 • 90
F
= 2.15
.95 (6,178)
\D
1-'
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Findirrgs Regarding Student Major
As indicated in line 2, Table 11, ·there -were no
statistical differences between the dropout rates of the
three s·tudent majors at the . 05 level.

r·t made no dif-

ference -what the declared major of ·the student -was.

The

Null hypothesis was tenable.

[indings Regarding the Attendance Period
As indicated in line 3, Table 11, the dropout rate
between Triweeks 1 and 2 differed significantly at the .01
level.

The mean dropout rates for these triweek periods

are presented in Table 12.
In Table 12, 1.28 indicates that 28 percent of the
students in T.riweek 1 did no·t drop ou·t after being con- -

t acted by someone from th.e Adult School.

The 1.14 indi-

cates that in T.riweek 2, 14 percent of the students contacted did not drop out of school after being contacted.
The adult students who were contacted after one absence
during Triweek 1 had a significantly higher continuation
rate ·than students who were contacted aft.er one absence
during Triweek 2.
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'.Pable 12
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR ADULT STUDENT
DROPOUT DATA
(In Percent)

Nonattendance Period

Mean

s·tandard
Deviation

Triweek 1

1.28

0.45

96

Triweek 2

l.:..!.1

0.35

106

1.208

0.407

202

TOTAL

Code:

1

= Dropout

2

= Completed

Course

Cell
Size

I

1.
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Findinqs Concerning Int.eractions.
In addition to ma.in effects in the preceding analysis,
the interactions between the independent variables were
also of in·terest.

The three first order interactions,

method X majors, method X attendance period and period
X major X attendance are presented below.

St~dents

Methods of Contacting

X Student

Maj~.

As

indicated in line 4, Table 11, there is a significant interaction at the .05 level between the met.hods of contacting students and student major.

The dependent variable

was the dropout rate of students after they werfJ contacted
via one of four methods.

The interactions are depicted in

Figure 4.
The small differences in the first three methods
of contac·t--personal, telephone, and letter--in cQntrast
to t.he large differences in ·the control group, specify the
nature of

t.~e

interaction.

In large measure the avocation-

a! g-roup mentioned previously that achieved a 95 percent
return attendance rate was responsible for the s·tatistically significant findings.

Met.hods of Contacting Students X Nonattendance Period.
As indicated in line 5, Table 11, the interactions between

96

methods used ·to contac·t students by nonattendance period
discerned no significant differences.

The Null hypothesis

was accepted as tenable.

Student Major X Nona·ttendance Period..

As indicated in

line 6, Tablell, the interactions between major and nonattendance period was significant at the .05 level.

These

interactions are depicted in Figure 5.

The differences between the triweek periods for high
school diploma is small in comparison with those for
vocational and avocational majors.

"

The large differences

in the avocational group are attributable to the 95 percent return rate of students in the aforementioned avocation class.

Method of Contact X Student Major X Nonattendance
Period.

As indicated in line 7, Table 11. t.he 4 x :3 x 2

way analysis of variance allows the investigator further
refinement by developing in·teraction matrices of the ·tlu:ee
major independent variables.

Since there is no single

depiction of this type of analysis, the se=nd order
interaction is shown by the following schematics in
Figure 6 (a, b).
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The obvious difference between the pattern of 'I'ri-.
week 1 and Triweek 2 derives from the extremely high
a·ttendance rate for the avocation education-control
class in Tr.iweek 1.

This difference is attributable to the

individuals of a single class mentioned previousl'y 1r1ho
achieved an unusually high (95%) return attendance rate.

Reenrollment Data
The reenrollment data responded to the following
The reenrollment measurement for this study analysis was 1

= yes

the"student did

reenroll in adult school, and 2 ·"' no the st.udent did not
reenroll in adult school.

Student transcript requests

from other districts were included in the reenrollrnent

------·---·----

measures.

Findin~

Regarding Method

As indicated in line 1, Table 13, the differences
between the effectiveness of the four methods of contacting adult st.udents in promoting reenrollment were not
significant at the .05 level.

The Null hypothesis was

retained and the Scheff~ procedures were no·t required.

Table 13

~FACTORIAL

SUHMI\.RY TABLE FOR THE
l'.NALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF
DATA
WITH
METHODS
OF CONTAC'r, STUSTUDENT REENROLLMENT
•
I
DENT MAJOR AND A'FTENDANCE PERIOD AS FACTORS
I

Sum

Source of Variation
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Methods of Contact
Student Major
Nonattendance Period
Methods of Contact X
student Major
Methods of Contact X
Nonattendance Period
Student Major X Nonattendance Period
Method of Contact X Stu-·
dent Major X Nonattendance Period
Error (within cell)

d-~=1-

Squa~es
I

Degrees
of
Freedom

Mean
Square

Fa

Probability
L'hder fb

1.62
0.97
3.49

p
p
p

>

0.2~.

2

0.5,

1

. 0.24
0.15
o. 53

2.85

6

0.48

2.85

p

3

0.37

2.47

p

2

0.09

0.59

p

> .05
> .05

1.1~

6

0.19

1.25

p

::>

26.8Q

178

0.15

0.7~

'

3

I

1.1~

I

0.11

>

>

.05
.05
.05

< .05

.05

I

a

F
= 2.66 9
.95 (3,178)
F
3.05
.95 (2,178)

=

9

snedecor and Cochran, op. cit.

I

.d 5F(l, 17 s)=
1F (6, 178 )-.l5
I

I

3.90

2.15
1-'
0
0
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F~ndings

Regarding Student Major

As indicated in line 2, Table .13, the differences
between the reenrollment rates of the three student
majors were not significant a·t the .05 level.

The Null

hypothesis -was retained and the Scheff/ procedures -were
no·t required.

Findings Regarding the Attendance Period
As indicated in line 3,

~able-13,

the differences

between the reenrollment rate and Triweeks 1 and 2 did not
differ significantly at the .05 level.

•rhe Null hypothe-

sis was tenable.

findings Concerning Interactions
In aaaTEion to mainerrectsin-the preceding

analysis

the interactions bet-ween the independent variables were
also of interest.

The three first order interactions,

method X majors, method x_a,ttendance period and period X
major X attendance are presented below.

Met:ho,ds of O:mtactinq Students X S·tud.ent Major·.
indicated in line 4,

~ble

As

13, there is a significant

interaction at the .05 level between meth::>ds of con·tacting
students and student major.

The dependent variable was the

reenrollrnent rate of stud.ents after they were contacted via

1

Figure 7
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one of four methods.

The interactions are depicted in

Figure 7.
The small differences in the first three me·t'b.ods of
contact, personal, telephone and letter, in contrast to
the large differences in t.he control group specify the
nature of the interaction.

In large measure, the avoca-

tiona! group mentioned previously that achieved a 95 percent return attendance rate was responsible for the
statistically significant findings.

Methods of Contacting_ Students X Nonattendanq1L.J?eri£l.£·
As indicated in line 5, 'l'able 13, the interac-tions between
methods used to contact s·tudents by nonatt.endance period
discerned_l}(J_Elig_nificant differences.

'i.':'1e Null \vas retained

as tenable.

Student Major X Nonattendance Period.

As indicated

in line 6, Table 13, the in·teractions between major and .
nonattendance period were not significant at the .05 level.
'I'he Null was accepted as tenable.

l\1eth_od of Con·tact X S'cudent Major X Nonattendance
Period.

As indicated. in line 7, Table 13, the 4 x 3 x 2 way

analysis of variance was used to determine interactions

104
between methods by major by period discerned no significant
differences at ·the .05 level.

The Null hypothesis was

retained as tenable.
ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTIVE VARIABLES
An investigation was made of two additional descrip-

tive variables:

(1) sex of student, and (2) time of day

classes were offered, to determine

~f

these variables

were associated with attendance performance.

These findings

are presented as follows.
B@turn Attendance by Sex
The F ratio 8.68 was significant a.l ·the .01 level.
Therefore the Null hypothesis was rejected. Men returned
to class (32 .04% ),after being contacted in higher proportions than women (14. 5%).

See Tables-14 and -_15;

Dropout Patterns by Sex
The F r.atio 7. 78 was significant at the . 01 level.
Tl:lerefore the NUll hypothesis was rejec·ted.

Women dropped

out of school in higher proportions (84%) than men (66%).
See Tables 16 and - 17,
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Table 14
OF VARIANCE OF ATTENDANCE RETURN
RATE FOR MALES VS. FEMALES

AN~LYSIS

Degrees
of
Freedom

Sum of

Source
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL

a

Squares

Mean
Square

11,992.06

1

11,992.06

276,227.09

200

1,138.14

288,219.15

201

F
.95 (1,200)

Fa

8.68

Probability
Under H:l

p

< .01

= 3.89 10

Table 15
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR RETURN ATTENDANCE
PROPORTION FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Sex

(%)

(%)

Cell
Size

Men

32.04

45.39

53

Women

14.52

33.80

19.12

37.87

Mean

TOTAL

Standard Deviation

202
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Table 16
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE STATISTICS FOR
DROPOUT BY STUDENT SEX
Degrees
Sum of
of
Mean
Squares Freedom Square

Source
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL
a

1.25

l

1.25

32.02

200

Q..d§,

33.27

201

Fa

7.78

Probability
Under Ib

p

<.01

F
= 3.8811
.95 (1,200)

·---- .._. ____ ------'1,'ab le l'Z

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DROPOUT
PATTERNS BY SEX OF STUDENT

Mean
Sex

Standard Deviation

Cell
Size

(%)

(%)

Male

1.34

0.48

53

Female

.L..l§.

Q..dZ.

1&2.

1.21

0.41

202

TOTAL
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Reenrollment Attendance Patterns by Sex
The F ratio 3.42 was not significant at the .05
level.

Therefore, the Null hypothesis was accepted as

tenable that there are no differences in the reenrollment
attendance pat·terns between men and women adult students.
See Tables 18 and 19.

Time of Day Classes Were Offered
This variable was included in the study to investigate the differences in attendance patterns according to
the time of day classes were offered.
were studied.

Five elass times

They were 8:00 a.m., 9:00a.m., 12:00 noon,

7:00p.m. and 8:00p.m.

See Tables 20 and 21.

- - - · Re"&uFn-Atc-tenE!anee-·13y-'I'ime-ef-Day - - As indicated in Tables 20 and 21 there was a significant difference on the effect of return attendance proportions and the time of day classes were offered.

The F

ratio of 3.19 was significant at the .05 level, indicating
a rejection of the Null.
noted at 9:00 a.m.

The highest return rate was

(30.34%) and the lowest was noted at

8 :00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.
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Table is
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE STATISTICS FOR
REENROLLMENT PATTERNS BY SEX OF
STUDENT

Source
Bet'Ween Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL

a

F

.95 (1,200

Degrees
Sum of
of
Squares Freedom

Mean
Square

0.57

1

0. 57

33.28

200

0.17

33.85

201

Fa

Probability
under Ho

3.42

P ') .OS

= 3.8812

12 Ibl'd •

·-·--·-----

Table 19
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR REENROLk~ENT PATTERNS
BY SEX OF STUDENT

Standard
Deviation

Sex

(%)

(%)

Cell
size

Male

1. 70

0.46

53

Female

!_,82

0.39

149

1. 79

0.41

202

Mean

TOTALS
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Table 20
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE STATISTICS FOR RETURNED ATTENDANCE BY TIME OF DAY CLASSES WERE OFFERED

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of
Freedom

Between
Groups

17,548.38

4

Within
Groups

270,670.77

197

TOTAL

288,219.15

201

Source

a

.95

F

(4,197)

2.41

Mean
Square

Fa

Probability
Under Ho

4,387.09·

1,373.96

3.19

p

< .05

13

Table 21
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR RETURN ATTENDANCE
PROPORTION BY TIME OF DAY

Standard
Deviation

Time
of
Day

Mean
(%)

(%)

0800
0900
1200
1900
2000

0.000
30.34
11.03
19.27
0.000

0.000
44.84
29.06
38.93

10
67
61
60
__i_

19.12

37.87

202

TOTAL

o.ooo

Cell
Size
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Table 22
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE STATISTICS FOR DROPOUT
BY TIME OF DAY CLASSES WERE OFFERED

Source

Between Groups
Within Groups
TarAL

a

Degrees
Sum of
of
Squares Freedom

Mean
Square

1.94

4

0.49

.ll._.33

ill

0.16

33.27

201

Fa

Probability
Under Hb

3.05

P <.:.o5

F
= 2.4i 14
.95 (4,197)

14

Ibid.

---Table-23-----~--~---------

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DROPOUT BY TIME
OF DAY CLASSES WERE OFFERED

Time
of
Day
0800
0900
1200
1900
2000

TOTAL

Mean

Standard Deviation

(%)

(%)

1.00
1.33
1.13
1.20
1.00
1.21

0,00
0.47
0.34
0.40
0.00
0.41

Cell
Size
10
67
61
60
___1:.
202
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Table· 24
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE STATISTICS FOR REENROLU1ENT
PATTERNS BY TIME OF DAY CLASSES WERE OFFERED

Source
Between Groups
Within Groups
TOTAL

a

F

.95 (4,197)

Degrees
Mean
Sum of
of
Squares Freedom Square
1.46

4

0.36

32.39

197

0.16

33.85

201

= 2.41

Fa

2.22

Probability
Under Fb

p.,. .05

15

Table 25
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR REENROLLMENT PATTERNS
BY TIME OF DAY CLASSES WERE OFFERED
Time
of
Day

Mean

Standard
Deviation

(%)

(%)

0800
0900
1200
1900
2000

1.80
1.67
1.84
1.85
2.00

o.oo

---1.

1. 79

0.41

202

TOTAL

0.42
0.47
0.37
0.36

Cell
size
10
67
61
60
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Dropout Patterns by Time of Day
The F ratio 3.05 was significant at the .05 level.
Therefore the Null hypothesis was rejected.

The highest

dropout rates occurred at both 8:00a.m. and 8:00p.m.,
with the lowest dropout rate occurring at 9:00 a.m.

See

Tables 22 and 23.

Reenrollment Attendance Patterns by Time
of Day Classes were Offered
'l.'he F ratio 2. 22 was not significant. at the .0 5 level.
Therefore, the Null hypothesis was tenable that there are
no differences in the reenrollment attendance pat.terns
and the ·time of day classes are offered to adults.

See

Tables 24 and 2 5.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of four methods of contacting nonattending
adult students with a message inviting them to return
to the San Juan Unified School for Adults.
Adult students were contacted by communi t.y voltmteers via one of three ways:

(1) the students were contacted

personally at home or office,

(2) the students were con·tacted
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by telephone at home or t.he office,

(3) the students \qere

contacted by letter, and (4) a control group was established and students assigned to this category were not
contacted by anyone from the adult school concerning
their personal at·tendance patterns.
TWo attendance periods, September 15 to OCtober 3,
1975, and October 6 to October 24, 1975 were designated
as Triweeks 1 and 2.

These time periods were designed

to investigate attendance patterns and dropout and reenrollment rates within specific ·time

period.~.

Three student educational majors were also designed
in this investigation to study the attendance patterns
for those who elect an academic track tha·t leads to a

--------,(T)-nign scoocil-dlploma,

(2Ta voca-Elon-a:I-sK.iTI or trad"ec-,-- - - - -

and/or (3) a hobby, self-awareness course such as those
offerea in the avocational course selections, i.e.,
painting, music.

Students enrolled in any of the three

tracks are free to take courses across a wide sprectrum
of offerings in the adult school program.
The statis·tical analysis performed was a method by
major by at·tendance period factorial analysis of variance
giving both main and interaction effects.

'l'he statistical
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results failed to confirm the investigator's hypothesis
that contacting non-attending adult students would result
in a higher return a·ttendance rate, would lower student
dropout rates and/or provide higher student reenrollment
rates. In fact, the statistically significant results
obtained were in favor of the non-contacted group; however,
these data were probably spuriously inflated due to the
contributions made by one unusually effective classroom
teacher.
It was found that absentees from the first three-week
term returned in higher proportion than absentees in the
second three-week period.

There were significant findings

at the . 01 level for nonattendance periods for ( l) re·turn
attendance percentage and (2) student dropout.
In this study, men returned to class in significantly
higher proportions and dropped out in significantly lower
proportions than women after being contacted by someone.
from the adult school.
Classes starting at 9:00 a.m. had the highest return
rate and lowest dropout rate, while classes starting at
8:00 a.m. ru>d 8:00 p.m. had the lowest rate of return and
highest dropout rate.

The time of day classes were
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offered did not have a significant difference on the reenrollment rates of students in this study.

- - - - -----· ---------

Chapter V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine the
relative effectiveness of four methods of contacting
nonattending adult students with an invitation message
to return to class.

The contactors were high school

volunteers with the four methods used to contact adults
(1) by seeing them personally, (2) by telephoning them,
(3) by writing the nonattenders a letter, or (4) the
control group by no contact.
The primary factors of the design included (1)
-~--'----- ~- --toWe-e-f-~hl:'ee-weeJr.s~-eaeh-(-SeEJ'loemher-l--!0-ee -toeeer--3-,---1-9'7-§,

and october 6-0Ctober 24, 1975); (2) three educational
student majors (high school diploma students, vocational
education students, and avocational education students);
and ( 3) four methods of contacting· students (by personal
contact, by telephone, by letter, and by no contact of
students).
study:

Two additional variables were added to this

(1) sex of student and (2) time of day classes

were offered.
The dependent variables of the study were determined by the official San JUan Unified School District
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117
attendance records for adults.

The outcomes of ·the

study were categorized as follows:
1.

Return Attendance Rate -- ·the proportion of
classes a nona·ttender attended for the
remainder of the semester (term) af·ter he/
she had been contacted by a volunteer
counselor and returned to class.

2.

Dropouts -- the proportion of nonattenders
who dropped out of school completely after
being contacted by a volunteer _pounselor.

3.

Reenrollment Rate -- the proportion of nonattenders who were contact.ed by a volunteer
returned or did not return the same semes-

- - - - - -

quen·t spring 1976 adult school term in
'

either the San Juan Unified Adult Education
Program or any other Adult Education Program.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Findings of Return Attendance Rates

1.

Sununary of Findings Regarding Return Attendance
Ra1:es for the Four Methods of Contacting Students.
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There was a significant F-ratio
difference in the four methods of contacting students and the classroom return
attendance rates.

The control group stu-

dents had a significantly better return
rate than the other three contact groups.
/

The Scheffe Post Ebc Procedures indicated
that the control group had a significan·tly
higher return attendance rate than the
group contacted by letter.

Al~,of

the

individuals in the avocational control
group were from the same class, and all
returned to finish the semester.

- - - · - - -

2.

Summary of Findings concerning Student Major and
Return Attendance Rates.
These findings were not significant.
The dat.a fail to support the hypothesis that
absentees from avocational education majors
returned in higher proportions than absentees
from vocational education or high school
diploma classes.

3.

Summary of Findings Concerning Nonattendance
Periods and Return A·ttendance Rates.
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There was a significant F-ratio difference between Triweeks 1 and 2 and the
classroom return attendance rates.

Stu-

dents returned during the first triweek
period in significantly higher proportions
than those contacted in Triweek 2.

4.

Summary of Findings concerning the Interactions
Between Methods of Contacting Students by Student Education Major and Return Attendance Rates.
There was a significant interaction
between the methods of contacting students
and the student's major.

The high return

attendance rate of the avocational education
control group was responsible for these
results.

5.

Sununary of Findings Concerning Methods of Con-.
tacting Students by Nonattendance Periods and
Return Attendance Rates.
These findings were not significan·t.
The data were insufficient to indicate the
differences between the attendance rates
of the ·two nonattendance periods for the
four contact groups.
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6.

Summary of Findings Concerning Studen·t . Major by
Nonattendance Period and Return Attendance Rates.
There was a significant interaction
between student major and nonattendance
periods upon classroom return attendance
rates.

The high return attendance rate of

the avocational education control group
was responsible for these results.

7.

Summary of Findings Concerning Hethod of Contact
by Student Major by Nonattendance Period and
Return Attendance Rates.
There was a significani: methods-by-

·---------

major-by-periods interaction upon the classroom return attendance rates.

The high

return attendance rates of the avocational
education control group were responsible.

Findings of Dropout Rates
1.

Summary of Findings Concerning Dropout Rates for
the Four Methods of Contacting Students.
These findings were not significant.
The data fail to indicate any differences
between the dropout rates of the four contact
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method groups.

2.

Summary of Findings Regarding Student Major and
Dropout Rates.
These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficient to indicate that
absentees from avocational education majors
dropped out in higher proportions than
absentees from vocational education or high
school diploma classes.

3.

Summary of Findings Regarding the Nonattendance
Periods and Dropout Rates.
The findings were significant that
s-t:uaerrt:saropped-out-les-s----a;f-t:er-betng-con=-----c-tacted during Triweek 1 than during Triweek 2.

4.

Summary of Findings Concerning the Interactions
Between Methods of Contacting Students by Student Education Majors and Dropout Rates.
There was a significant F-ratio difference in the interactions between methods
by major and the dropout rate.

The unusual

dropout rate of the avocational education
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control group was responsible for these
results.

5.

Summary of Findings Concerning the Methods of
Contac·ting Studen·ts by Nonattendance Period and
Dropout Rates.
These findings were not significant.
'l'he data were insufficient to indicate the
differences between the dropout rates of
the two nonattendance periods and the four
contact method groups.

6.

Summary of Findings Concerning S·t.udent Major by
Nonattendance Period and Dropout Rates.
----- --------------------

The interactions between the student
major by nonattendance period and dropout
were significant.

The unusual dropout rates

of the avocational education cont.rol group
were responsible.

7.

Summary of Findings Concerning Method of Contact
by Student Major by Nonattendance Period and
Dropout Rate.
The in·teractions between methods by
majors by periods were significant.

The

unusual dropout rate of the avocational
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educa·tion control group was responsible.

Findings of Reenrollment Rates
1.

Summary of F'indings Regarding Reenrollment Rates
for the Four Methods of Contacting Students.
These findings 'tlere not significant.
The data fail to indicate any differences
between the reenrollment rates of ·the four
contact method groups.

2.

Summary Findings Concerning Student

~ajor

and

Reenrollment Rates.
These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficient to indicate that
atrserrt:ees-from avocationareducaEion-ma]ors-·----·-·reenrolled in higher proportions than absentees from vocational education or high
school diploma classes.

3.

Summary Findings Concerning the Nonattendance
Period and Reenrollment Rates.
These findings were not significant.
The data fail to indicate any differences
between the reenrollment rates of Triweeks
1 and 2.
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4.

Summary Findings Concerning the Interaction Between
Methods of Contacting Students by Student Major
and Reenrollment Rates.
There was a significant interaction
between methods of contact and student major
and the reenrollment rate of students.

The

unusual reenrollment rate was a result of the
avoca.tional education control group mentioned
previously.

5.

Summary Findings Concerning the Int~ractions
Between Methods of Contacting Students by Nonattendance Period and Reenrollment Ra.t.es.
These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficient to indicate the
differences between the contact me·t.hods
used and Triweeks l and 2 and reenrollment.

6.

Summary Findings Concerning the Interactions
Between Student Major by Nonattendance Period and
Reenrollment Rate.
These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficient to indicat.e the
differences between the student majors and
Triweeks l and 2 and reenrollment.
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7.

Summary Findings Concerning the Interactions
Between Methods of Contacting Students by Student
Major by Nonattendance Period and Reenrollmen·t
Rate.
These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficient to indicate the
differences between the methods of contact
and student majors and Triweeks 1 and 2 and
reenrollment.

8.

Summary Findings Concerning Return Attendance by
Sex of Student.
The F-ratio was significant.

Men

returned to class in higher proportions,
----------------

after being contacted by someone from the
adult school, than women.
9.

Summary Findings Concerning Dropout Patterns by
Student Sex.
The F-ratio was significant. Women
dropped out of school in higher proportions
than men.

10.

Summary Findings Concerning Reenrollment Attendance
Patterns by Student Sex.
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These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficien·t to determine the
differences between reenrollment and student
sex.

11.

Summary Findings Concerning Return Attendance
by Time of Day Classes Were Offered.
There was a significant difference upon
the effect

of~turn

attendance proportions

and the time of day classes were offered.
The highest return rate was at 9:00 a.m.
and the lowest return rate was noted at
8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.

12.

Summary Findings Concerning Dropout Patterns by
Time of Day Classes Were Offered.
The F-ratio was significant. The highest
dropout rates occurred at both 8:00 a.m. and
8:00 p.m. and the lowest dropout rates
occurred at 9:00 a.m.

13.

Summary Findings Concerning Reenrollment Patterns
by Time of Day Classes Were Offered.
These findings were not significant.
The data were insufficient to determine the
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differences between reenrollmen·t patterns and
time of day classes were offered.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the research in this study, the
investigator makes the following conclusions:
1.

The data fail to support the hypothesis that
personal contact of students is more effective than the other methods of contact in
~

return attendance, dropout, or reenrollment
rates.
2.

The data fail to support the hypothesis that
avocational education majors returned with
greater regularity than vocational education
or high school diploma students in return
. attendance, dropout, or reenrollment rates.

3.

The data fail to support the hypothesis that
nonattenders during the first three weeks
of class attend subsequent classes with more
regularity than nonattenders in the second
three weeks of class in return attendance,
dropout, or reenrollment ra·tes.
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4.

.'l'he data fail to suppor·t the hypothesis
that female students returned with greater
regularity than males.

Women students

dropped out of school in higher proportions
than men.
5.

The data fail to support the hypothesis t!'jat
nonattenders in evening classes attend subsequent classes with more regularity than in
morning classes.

The highest student return

attendance rate was noted at 9:.90 a.m.,
while the lowest student re·turn attendance
rate was noted at both 8:00 a.m. and 8:00
p.m.

The highest student dropout rate was

noted at both 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.,
while the lowest dropout rate was noted at
9:00 a.m.
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RECOMMENDATIONS POR PURTHER INVESTIGATION

1.

It is recommended that paid, full-time professional staff members be an integral part of the
link .between the school and the community.

2.

It is reconunended that only adults, and •possibly
those who have been through an adult school setting, be part of the outreach team.

This team

should be composed of professional counselors,
"

psychologists, teachers, administrators and
students who would work closely with the building
principal.

3.

It is recommended that each of the four methods
used to contact students in this study be ·thoroughly researched so that the greatest utilization of available resources be used.

4.

It is recommended that adult schools, perhaps
in consortium, become committed to adult dropout
problems and devise a follow-up system on all
students.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A
INVITATION MESSAGE

I'm -.,------.,----.,.----'' representing San Juan
(contactor's .name)
Unified Adult School.
We are interested in students like yourself who have
been attending class and have been absent lately.
We are interested in you, and want to do everything
possible so you will feel comfortable in returning to
class.

Your teacher,

tells me tha·t
(name)

you have not missed too much work, and he/she would very
much like to have you call him/her. _'a:_t_--_=~;-;;;;~~~==: to _____
(numbel?)
give you any assistance with your class work.
We all feel that our Adult School program is very
important, and the success or failure of that school
depends upon whether we are truly serving our students
such as you.

We will look forward to your return in the

near future.

Is there anything I can do right now that

will be of assistance to you?
Thank you.

Good luck.
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SAN JUAN SCHOOL FOR ADULTS
JSEPH A. BREWER, Principal

in

l~e

San Juan

Uni/ieJ

-~c~oof :1Ji.1lricl

1150 EASTERN AVENUE o SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95825 • Telephone 484-2171

APPENDIX B
LETTER SEN'l' TO SAMPLED STUDENTS FROM SAN JUAN
UNIFIED ADULT SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

Our records indicate that you have registered and attended
class with the San Juan Adult Education program.
In surveying our attendance records, we noticed that
recently you missed your class. We are concerned about
your absence and want you to know that we are here to
serve you in every way possible toward the realization
of your educational goal.
This letter is our way of saying you have been missed
and we want you to return very soon. Please feel free
to call my office or your instructor if we can help in
any way. We will do everything we can to provide assistance to you. We realize that your personal life must
take precedence and that situations arise over which you
have no control. If you have not already done so, please
call any one of us and leave a message as ·to your anticipated return. We will understand.
My staff and I are always willing to assist students in
every way possible. To be effective we must hear from
you so we can provide for you, and all of our cit.izens,
·the best educational services possible.
Thank you for this opportunity to be of service to you,
and I sincerely hope we hear from you and see you in
school again very soon.
Sincerely yours,

Joseph A. Brewer
Principal
JAB:dh
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APPENDIX C
THE VOLUNTEER BUREAU OF SACRN-1ENTO/VOLUNTARY ACTION
CENTRE

331 'J' Street
Sacramento, California 95814
44l*HELP
REQUEST FOR STUDENT

VOLUNTEE~

DATE
AGENCY

--------------------------- PHONE

ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ZIP CODE - - - - - NEAREST BUS LINE
PERSON MAKING REQUEST ------------------~~-------------PERSON 'l'O WHOM VOLUNTEER REPORTS
WILL YOUR INSURANCE COVER VOLUNTEER?
JOB TITLE

- - - - - ------JOB-DESCRIPTION

NUMBER OF VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR THIS JOB - - - - - - - - - DAYS AND HOURS OF WORK
DURA'l'ION OF JOB:

STll.R'riNG ________TERMINATING - - - - -

QUALIFICATIONS:
MINIMUM AGE
SEX ------------------EDUCATION
EXPERIENCE
CAR NEEDED?

- - - - - PHYSICAL CONDITION

PERSONAL
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APPENDIX D
EASTERN ADULT CENTER DAII"Y ATTENDANCE
TEACHER'S NAME:
DATE:

COURSE CODE NUMBER:.
CIRCLE TIME

PM

AH

NIGHT

STUDENT'S NAME:
DO YOU WANT TO CONTACT YOUR STUDENT?

'\'IOULD YOU PREFER THAT WE CONTACT HIM/HER?

IF YOU CON'rACTED YOUR STUDENT, WHAT METHOD DID YOU USE?

PERSONAL CONTACT

TELEPHONE CONTACT
I:JETTER- --------

CONTAC'r BY

-----------c------------

WHAT DATE DID YOU CONTACT HIM/HER?
WHAT'WAS HIS/HER REASON FOR NOT ATTENDING CLASS?
WILL HE/SHE RETURN TO CLASS?

WHEN?
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APPENDIX E

.~

Da·te

Course Code No.

;J

§

Receipt No.
Phone

Name

1-1>'1!

;J()

(LAST)

Ul

·a E!
H

-

(FIRST)

Address

...;8
0 :::i
08

(STREET)

fi~+l
UJ H

·n Male

·n

o

·.-l 0

~

0'0
'0
~ Q)
QJ
1-1
4-1..:11

(CITY)

(ZIP CODE)

Date of Birth

Female

Subject

Instructor

~ 0 0
::;::qz School

Room

(.)

S::Ul

<tJ
ge-.

Days:

and

Time:

to

§

5~

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE

Ul

SCHOOL DISTRIC'r OF RESIDENCE
Course Code No.

--

-

Date

Receipt No

-Name

·-

Phone
(LAST)

(FIRST)

Address
(STREET)
Male

:;:;
•rl

(CITY)

(ZIP CODE)

Date of Birth

Female

Subject

Instructor

School

Room

"d

(j)

1-1

(.)

I

~

0

Days:

E:
Week
M

and

to

Time:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 !17 11_8

E - Entered
A - Absent
W - Withdrawn

T

w
•r
F
Total
Hrs.

I

E.ae.3, Rev. 7-74
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Total Hours
Present

APPENDIX F
SAN JUAN

m~IFIED

SCHOOL DISTRICT

Adult Education Attendance Record
_____Quarter, 19__ School ________________ Day(s) _____Tirne __ ____
Class ________________ Course # ___________ Teacher
HOURS OF ATTENDANCE
FOR MONTH OF•
Total

.

Student Name
.

1.

DIRECTim§_

2.
3.
4.

s.

-

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I

I

I

I
I

On this sheet,
list alphabetically
'" the names of students ~years of
~I ~l<Je and. over enrolled
for 10 or more ho~ _
l of
-1
classes per week.

I

11.

After each name,

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

3onEl.4oea-~e !t.@e];t._!:!a~1;---

I

hours of attendance for the
ClU,ENDAR MONTH in
the appropriate
MONTH column.

I

24.
2 5.

E~ae.

TO:J:AI"

I

BE SURE TO PUT
TOTALS

_j
I
IN

Turn folder in to
office after last
class of each
month. Folder
will be returned
to you aft!>..r
at.tendance is
recorded.
At the end of the
quarter, total each
student's attendance.

5

Rev. 2-70
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